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EDITORIAL-

COYOTES IN MAINE
INCE 1968, with the appearance of the
northeastern coyote in Maine in more
than a few isolated instances, there has been
a growing amount of public discussion of our
newest wildlife resident. And as the animals
have been doing some damage to livestock,
as well as to wild animals, some public concern has been expressed.
Remarks appear to vary considerably.
Some people view the coyote's carnivorous
nature as a considerable menace to wildlife - to deer, especially, and to other species as well. Other people feel that the coyote
has an important part to play in the wildlife
community and should be protected. Some
feel that this animal should be eliminated
and that the Fish and Game Department
should do the eliminating. Some believe that
there should be a bounty on the coyote. And
many have asked what the position of the
Department is on the coyote situation.
We recognize that the coyote can and
does kill deer. Investigations in other states
have shown that though coyotes eat deer
meat to an important extent, it is mostly as
carrion rather than as deliberately slain
deer. In the numerous states and provinces
we have contacted, coyotes were not considered to be a serious problem to deer herds
even though they were responsible for some
losses.
We recognize that the range of the northeastern coyote is expanding and that we
will probably have the animals as permanent
residents. Massive "control" programs in
the western U.S. have cost millions and have
killed many animals other than the "target
species," but the coyote still flourishes.
The story of the bounty is much the same,
everywhere. In Maine, we have spent thou-

S

sands of bobcat bounty dollars annually
since 1922, and the bobcat is still doing
very well.
So what should be done about the coyote?
The Department position at this time (October 1972) is that local control of problem
animals is recommended. There is no closed
season on coyotes, and even if the animals
are not too easy to trap or shoot, skillful
sportsmen should be able to keep the populations cropped. Hunting coyotes by means
of predator calls is popular in the West,
and this could provide Maine sportsmen
with a new and interesting type of hunting,
especially during periods wl < 11 ' • seasons
are closed on most game species. Nature
will give assistance, for whe..m the food supply in an area becomes insufficient - not
completely lacking, but merely insufficient
- the coyote population will become limited
just as other species do.
In short, as complete control is either too
costly or impossible to achieve, and the
bounty has been proven to be ineffective,
the best course of action now seems to be
local control of problem animals.
We will be continuing our monitoring
program, keeping track of where the coyote
population is established. Warden estimates
this past spring indicated that the statewide population might range from 125 to 550
animals. The monitoring program will periodically show us any changes in population.
Our position with respect to bear, deer,
beaver, and other wildlife is flexible, changing - as it should - as the situation changes.
We will be prepared to modify our views
toward the coyote whenever we believe it
is necessary.
•
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------THE
COVERS-----Front: A buck white-tailed deer - the most prized quarry of American
big game hunters. In this issue, noted outdoor writer John Madson takes
a philosophical look at the reasons men hunt deer. Photo by Leonard
Lee Rue III.

CREDITS

Inside Back: Rocks and ledges and surging surf are a challenge not only
to the Maine "coot" hunter but also "to his retrieving dog. Photo by Tom
Shoener.

A I photographs In this issue were made by the
Information and Education Division unless otherwise indicated.

Back: The montage of front covers from past issues should give the
Christmas gift shopper some ideas.
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DEER ~OO!ON '71
OLD AND SNOW the same
ingredients which delight
skiers and snowmobile rs were the main villains behind
Maine's lightest deer hunting season harvest in years. For three
consecutive winters before the
1971 hunting season, extremes of
snowfall and severe cold weather
produced serious effects on the
Maine deer herd.
While winter sports lovers romped, deer were struggling for survival (and often losing) in the woodlands of Maine.
The result was the lowest deer
population in Maine in some time,
a curtailed hunting season, and
controversy among Maine sportsmen almost hot enough to melt the

C
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February ice off Moosehead Lake.
Winter weather was the primary
factor behind last year's relatively
low registered harvest of 18,903
deer. But it was not the only factor.
For one thing, the season was
shortened by total of 11 hunting
days in each zone - compared to
the 1970 season. Part of the reduction was brought about by the
Legislature early in 1971 and part
by an emergency curtailment when
the season was under way.
The decision by Commissioner
Maynard Marsh to curtail the hunting season was reached only after
considerable evidence indicated
that allowing it to continue would
jeopardize the remaining herd in
some areas of the state.

a

Other factors which contributed
to the lower deer harvest were
embodied in new regulations which
went into effect last season, banning hunting deer by organized
drives and hunting after sunset.
Both have been highly productive
hunting methods in the past. Their
effect upon the overall deer harvest
should not be overlooked by anyone attempting to analyze or critique last year's hunting season.
While debate and controversy
waxed hot and will likely persist
for a long time in the wake of the
last season, the general public reaction v/as in support of the Department's move to prevent further
reduction of the deer herd, by
shortening the season.
Commissioner Marsh, in a report
on the season, explained his action
as follows:
" ... When all the facts and knowledge were reviewed, we reached
a decision to provide a season
which would not further jeopardize
the remaining deer herd." He further explained that the only legal
option open to the Department
was "to close the season when the
harvest had gone as high as it
should." He added: "It is our responsibility to always consider
first the welfare and safety of the
deer herd." Most Maine sportsmen
agreed with the wisdom of this
decision.
An examination of the statistics
compiled during the last season
discloses several interesting apparent trends and factors which
are being studied by Department
game biologists with an eye towards future management of Maine
deer.
Perhaps chief among the findings is that compressing the hunting season results in concentrating
of hunting pressure. What this
means simply is that the greatest
numbers of hunters are out on
Saturdays and on opening and
closing days. This is borne out by
statistics from last season which
show that the opening and closing
days accounted for one-fourth of
the deer taken in the southern
Maine Fish & Game-Fall 1972

hunting zone. Opening day alone
accounted for 17.7 per cent of the
kill.
Further evidence of the effects
of severe winters on the deer herd
was the decline of fawns and does
in the harvest totals. Confusing
the results even more was the fact
that tough wintering
conditions
caused poor antler growth on young
bucks, and small size for many
yearling does. Clerks at tagging
stations
misjudged
the ages of
many such deer.
Not all results of the 1971 season
were gloomy, however. The season
again provided
the ingredients
for pleasant memories and hunting
yarns for many thousand
Maine
deer hunters.
Notable among them were the
432 hunters who qualified for the
Biggest Bucks in Maine Club by
bagging deer with field-dressed
weights of 200 pounds or more.
This compares favorably with 447
Big Bucks in 1969, when the total

kill was 30,409 deer.
Bringing home the season's top
prize was Robert R. Allen of Phil-

lips. His buck, bagged on November 16th, weighed in at 268 pounds
dressed, with an estimated live
weight of 349 pounds.
The top 15 Club deer all weighed
in at more than 250 pounds dressed. Four of the top 15 deer were
bagged by nonresident hunters including the second and third
largest.
The distaff side again came
through with some worthy trophies
from the Maine woods. (Women's
Lib at work here, too?) Pauline
E. Merrill, of Caratunk, led the
gals with a 321 pound live-weight
buck. She used a . 30-30 to down
her deer in Bowtown, on the 9th
of November.
Maine obviously still produces
sizable white-tails - the likes of
which are not to be found in any
other state.
What of the prospects for the

1972 season? Conditions during the
past year over much of the Maine
deer range - particularly in the
southern and eastern parts of the
state - have been considerably
more favorable to deer. Light snow
cover or even bare ground prevailed over wide portions of Maine
through much of last winter. Deer
sightings have been common this
summer, and field reports indicate
the herd is in much better condition in advance of this season
than last.
The most promising outlook of
all, however, is based on the past
history of the Maine deer herd,
which has shown a remarkable
ability to bounce back after other
severe winters in the past. Given
a break from nature, the environment of Maine has proven that it
can continue to grow the biggest
and healthiest whitetail deer and
to provide the world's best hunting for this magnificent game animal.
•

BIGGEST BUCKS, 1971
Name

Address

Date
Killed

Where
Killed

Firearm

Dressed
Weight

Live
Weight

Phillips
Millinocket
Kokadjo
Soldiertown
Brownville
T.4, R.8
Moscow
T.8, R.15
Kokadjo
St. Francis
Knox
Misery Ridge
Tomhegan
T.1, R.5, WELS
Glenburn
Davis

.44 mag
.30-06
.30-06
.300
.30-06
.30-30
,30-30
.308
.30-06
.308
.30-30
.30-06
.30-06
.30-30
.30-rnJ
.30-06

268
265
263
262
260
259
258
258
255
253
253
253
253
252
252
252

349
345
342
340
338
337
335
335
332
329
329
329
329
328
328
328

Bowtown
Freeman
Edmunds
Dover-Foxcroft
T.16, R.17

.30-30
.308
.32
.30-30
.30-06

247
238
235
225
222

321
309
306
293
288

MEN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Robert R. Allen
Joseph Bogoni
William K. Erdwein
Phillip Menna
Leroy MacDonald, Jr.
Alfred McAllister
James W. Evers
Alfred Boucher, Sr.
8. Paul Lanquet
9. Patrick Raymond
Linwood Doughty
Julius Sebastioni
John Gilmour
10. Thomas E. Guthrie
James Fitz
Napoleon Koukoulas

Phillips, Me.
Elmhurst, N.Y.
Atco, N.J.
Westbrook, Me.
Bangor, Me.
E. Millinocket, Me.
Benton, Me.
Rumford, Me.
Waterville, Me.
Fort Kent, Me.
Thorndike, Me.
Gibbstown, N.J.
Winthrop, Me.
Methuen, Mass.
Bangor, Me.
L.I. City, N.Y.

11/16/71
10/29/71
11/4/71
10/29/71
10/25/71
11/11/71
11/6/71
11/12/71
10/25/71
10/30/71
11/6/71
11/9/71
11/13/71 .
10/25/71
11/6/71
11/20/71

WOMEN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pauline E. Merrill
Anita Ellicott
Inez Suddy
Bessie Thornton
Joyce Saucier
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Caratunk, Me.
Strong, Me.
So. Portland, Me.
Caribou, Me.
Van Buren, Me.

11/9/71
11/13/71
11/9/71
11/16/71
10/25/71
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By Philip S. Andrews

No Length Limit-

HOW'S

IT WORKING?

For several years, there has been no length
limit on trout in brooks and streams. The
Fishery Division is checking to make sure
trout populations aren't harmed.

Fishery Research Biologist

find our streams crowded to the banks with fish and not
enough food, cover, or space to go around. When we
consider this, doesn't it make sense to allow fishermen to keep four- or five-inch trout when chances are
that nature will remove them if man does not? We
believe so, and we also believe that trout populations
in brooks and streams will not be harmed in the process.
rest on our beliefs alone, though; and, in
that no ill effects will
occur - and to measure any possible changes caused by
the new law - biologists set up a plan to keep track of
events after the new law became effective. First, since
we could not study every stream, we selected typical
streams in different parts of the state. All are known
trout waters with medium to heavy fishing pressure. If
changes occur because of the length limit removal, they
should certainly be apparent in the streams selected.
Using electrofishing gear to sample the trout, we estimated and measured populations after the 1969 fishing
season (when the six-inch limit was still in effect). Studies
were continued in 1970 and 1971 and again in 1972, to
make "before and after" comparisons of the trout populations in each stream. Although the project is not yet
complete, we have found some interesting facts so far.
In considering our findings, we chose to break the
trout populations into size groups. The reason for this
is that we can better determine the age distribution of a
population in a given year (how many one-, two-,
and three-year-olds are present). From this, we can see
changes, if any, in numbers of each group between
years. Also, we must consider smaller-sized trout as
behaving very differently from larger ones, especially
in relationship to fishing.
Let's first consider the very small size groups, say,
trout one to three inches long. These would normally
be either young fish hatched out a few months before
our summer estimates are made or very slow growing
one-year-old fish. We can probably take for granted
that no one is going to keep trout of this size. If you
think so, fold a dollar bill in half (that's three inches)
and ask yourself if you've ever seen a trout that small
which 'someone took home! On the other hand, we know
that a few of these very small trout will be hooked, and
possibly some will die as a result. However, this problem was also present when we had a six-inch length
limit; and so, while it's unfortunate, we must accept
it no matter what length limits are applied.
So far, we have not measured any lasting decline
in the numbers of one- to three-inch trout in our study
E CAN'T

W order to assure everyone

1969, the Maine Legislature passed a bill removing
the length limit on trout caught in brooks and streams.
Although the bill was not sponsored by the Department of Inland Fisheries and Game, we fully supported
this move as biologically sound. At first glance, such
a move seemed somewhat unusual, particularly in view
of the current trend toward preservation and protection of natural resources. If we look more closely,
though, the reasons for removing the length limit are
easily clarified.
Through the years, much information had been collected by Maine fishery biologists on trout streams
statewide. The evidence consistently showed that in
typical trout streams, a six-inch limit was unnecessary
as a protective measure. Furthermore, in many cases,
we could see that the length limit was, in effect, "wasting" trout that fishermen could have harvested without
harming the trout population as a whole. This information applies to brooks and streams but not necessarily
ponds or lakes, which are not included in the new law.
Although we have much more information that supports removal of the trout length limit, let's look at just
one example: In one study of 38 Maine trout brooks, we
sampled 1,049 brook trout. Among other things, we
found that 728 of these trout were one year old, 296
were two years old, 24 were three years old, and only
one had reached the age of four.
The main point here is that of more than 1,000 trout
collected from the streams, only 25 had lived more
than two years. That's less than 3 per cent! Well, even
so, some might say, there are still plenty of one-and
two-year-olds to fish for. This isn't really the case if
we are fishing under a six-inch length restriction. In
two-thirds of all the brooks, not one trout had reached
six inches by age one; and in about half of the brooks,
less than 40 per cent of even the two-year-old trout
were legal under the six-inch limit. From this example
(there are many more) we can see that large numbers
of trout were dying before fishermen could legally
catch and keep them.
This high rate of mortality is very common in nature,
especially among fish, and makes sense ecologically.
If every egg laid by trout survived, we would soon

I
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Biologists have checked trout populations in study streams
throughout the state by electrofishing after each fishing season.
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streams since the new law became effective. We have
noticed "ups and downs" in this size group from year
to year. Previous studies on other waters show _the same
results. They also show that natural conditions such
as low water flows, deep winter freezing, and spring
floods can have serious effects on trout of this size
and larger ones as well.
Now let's consider what we found in the four- to sixinch size group. Here we might expect to find some
effects from fishing after the six-inch limit was removed. These trout would certainly be vulnerable to
fishing. Fishermen would likely be keeping fish of this
size under the new law, though previously they had to
return them to the stream. Sure enough, in some
streams we found a noticeable drop in four- to six-inch
trout when compared to 1969 figures. However, in no
case has there been a large decline in numbers which
is considered in any way dangerous to the population
as a whole. Ample numbers are surviving to spawn and
replenish the population in these streams. Other
streams showed the number of four- to six-inch trout
holding steady, and in several, the number has actually increased.
It's possible that at the levels of fishing pressure
we are presently working with on Maine streams, natural factors are more important than the angler in determining numbers of trout in this group. This four- to sixinch size class is very important because in most
streams it is the class which grows into legal size the
following year. The problem is that many of the fish will
die of natural causes before the next fishing season.
So we are faced with a trade-off, of sorts, where we
allow fishermen to keep these smaller fish before nature
takes its course. This approach would not apply in a
situation where growth is fast and survival high, as in
many ponds.

Finally, let's look at the size group which is six inches
or longer - the trout which were traditionally "legal"
size. As we suspected, there has been little change in
the numbers of larger fish since the length limit was
removed. This size group is no more or less likely to be
caught under the new regulation than the old one. We
found both before and after the new law, that relatively
few fish more than six inches remain in the streams at
the end of the fishing season. Therefore, a length limit
doesn't seem to make much difference. We point out
here that very few trout need to be left in this size
class. Only a few are required to produce the next
generation of small trout.

Y ou

MAY have noticed that we have been discussing
trout fisheries in streams only as they relate to
length limit restrictions. Of course, there are many
other regulations to consider when managing brook
trout. Length of season, bag limits, and restrictions
on angling methods are examples. Some anglers believe
that these kinds of regulation should be tightened to
compensate for removing the six-inch limit. The fact
that removing the six-inch limit is by itself proving
out to have no permanently harmful effects on stream
trout populations refutes the necessity for other restrictions.
With regard to tightening restrictions on trout streams,
I offer another example: Let's say that we decide to ban
fishing, or allow only fishing "for fun" (essentially
the same thing, as far as the trout are concerned). If
we did, would the trout then be much better off? The
evidence we have on hand so far suggests that it wouldn't
make much difference in most Maine streams. For instance, most tributaries of Moosehead Lake have been
closed to fishing for many years. Electrofishing estimates have been made in the past on some of these
waters, and our results show that the Moosehead
streams are very similar to streams fished regularly
in other areas, in terms of numbers and size of trout
present.
What this seems to show is that nature is pretty good
at maintaining a balance between the numbers of trout
in streams and the streams' ability to support them.
In a nutshell, if a stream is fished, natural forces seem
to act quickly to replace resulting losses. Or, if a stream
is not fished, other natural forces tend to disallow any
great lasting improvement in the population. At least,
this is the case for streams in Maine.

't A TE CAN SUM up the le-;_gth limit studies by saying
Y \'that we have seen no harmful effects on the trout
populations to date. We have been monitoring several
study streams closely and will continue to do so. Should
the picture change, you can be sure the Fish and Game
Department will be the first to know, and should any
situation arise which might be harmful to our trout
fisheries, we will take measures to correct it.
•
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Dams for waterfowl impoundments

By William H. Martin
Assistant Federal Aid Supervisor
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Northeast Region

The Pittman-Robertson

Where
What

Program in Maine

Has it Been (
Has it Done

•

The Pittman-Robertson Program is a Federal
Aid Grant-in-Aid Program, deriving its funds
from the excise tax on sporting arms and ammunition. The amount of money for a state and
the purposes this money can be spent on are
specified in the Wildlife Restoration Act. Under
approved projects for land acquisition, development, research, and hunter safety, the
federal government will reimburse the state up
to 75 per cent for every dollar spent.
Goose introductions

Wildlife habitat acquisition

Deer mortality studies

Duck management and research
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to talk of many things - of
shoes - and ships
and sealing wax - of
cabbages and kings." Also Money, Men, and

HE TIME HAS COME

Maine.
The Pittman-Robertson Program has been in Maine
since 1939. $4,339,771 and 33 years later, what have
we got to show for it? Quite a bit if you care to look.
We can talk the obvious - the land, buildings, dams,
dikes, and things; or the not-so-obvious - the knowledge we have gained from research and management
on beavers, bears, and bobcats; deer, moose, and caribou; ducks and geese; and grouse, woodcock, and
pheasants.
Buildings? Yes, we have built a few - 19 to be
exact
from log cabins to airplane hangars.
In the 40's, federal aid money went into the aquatic
storehouse at North Belgrade, log cabins at Baxter
State Park, and a blacksmith shop and machine sheds
on Swan Island. The 50's brought storage buildings to
Chesterville, Frye Mountain, Great Works Marsh, and
Augusta. In the 60's, Accelerated Public Works monies
put regional headquarters buildings in Ashland and
Machias plus the airplane hangar at Eagle Lake.
Dams and dikes? On more than 50 areas, federal aid
money has gone into constructing dams and dikes to
create or to improve marshes for waterfowl and other
wildlife. A conservative 5.5 square miles have been
impounded. Think down the alphabet of wildlife areas
in Maine from Brownfield, Chesterville, Crawford Lake,
Fahi Pond, Great Works Marsh, Madawaska Marsh,
Pattee Mill Pond, Ruffingham Meadow, St. Albans,
Swan Island, and more. On these areas and others,
20,000 feet of channels and more than 46,800 square
feet of potholes have been dug for waterfowl to rest,
nest, and live.
Land? There are about 33,215 square miles of land
in Maine, and 13,147 acres or 20 square miles of wildlife habitat have been bought with federal aid funds.
On a square mile basis, that is 1 to 1,660. Habitat developed with Pittman-Robertson money, including that
on private land under: lease, amounts to more than
1,900,000 acres or 2,900 square miles or an area about
the size of Delaware and Rhode Island combined. What
kind of development has been done on these areas?
Besides the dams and dikes, buildings, and land, there
are roads, parking lots, boat ramps, waterfowl nest
boxes, goose pasture, and beaver pond management.

T IS NOT

search project of hand planting and studying waterfowl foods, to building and evaluating 84 small marshes,
banding 2,000 ducks a year, and transplanting geese,
wood ducks, and goldeneyes to new homes.
In 1939, we were there planting wild rice, bulrush,
smartweed, pondweed, wild millet, and more. The first
Pittman-Robertson building - a unique aquatic storehouse - was constructed at North Belgrade to maintain a cool, moist environment for the plants. The plants
were later packed in snow and ice to be carried and
hand planted in the soft pond bottoms.

Deer yard studies

too hard to place a value on the materialistic

things, but how do you put a price tag on what you
Iknow
- knowledge you have acquired through 33 years
of searching and researching, cussing and discussing,
and learning and relearning? We know a lot about
Maine's wildlife.
Waterfowl? Pittman-Robertson research in Maine
began with waterfowl. We have seen the waterfowl
programs grow from the first Pittman-Robertson reMaine Fish
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From 1958 to 1961, 84 Maine marshes were investigated for their value to waterfowl. This included big
marshes, small marshes, fresh-water, salt-water, and
beaver marshes. They were studied from their length,
breadth, and depth including the plants on top, the
soil on the bottom, and the ducks produced. In addition
to this, all of Maine's existing and potential wetlands
areas have been inventoried and evaluated. Quite a
bit has been learned, but how do you place a value
on it? It is hard to do unless you are considering building duck marshes, or fighting to save one, and then the
knowledge can be worth a lot.
Annually, waterfowl are surveyed for numbers and
distribution. Transects are flown for breeding pair and
brood counts from the southwest corner of Maine,
across Sebago Lake, over the Kennebec, the Narraguagus, the Pleasant, and the Machias rivers to Eastport;
and from Calais across the Penobscot and the Piscataquis to the top of Flagstaff Lake. Two more transects
are flown across Maine from Quebec to New Brunswick.
Ducks have been captured for banding by bait trap,
cannon net, and dip net. They have been banded from
air boats, row boats, canoes, hip boots, and no boots.
From banding, we have learned where they came from,
where they go to, how long it takes, and who shoots
them.
What is the value of this? It is pretty important when
you are keeping tabs on the harvest of 100,000 ducks
and almost 2,000 geese a year. Ask the man who hunted
during the special teal season. That season was a result of the knowledge gained from teal banding and
migration studies.
What about geese? Since 1965, there have been more
than 1,500 geese transplanted from U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service refuges in Massachusetts, New York, and
New Jersey to many areas in Maine such as Brownfield,
Ruffingham, St. Albans, Swan Island, and the Allagash
Waterway.
Value? What is the value of hearing the hollow honking of geese and watching the swerving V gliding
through the skyline and zigzagging down to a marsh
they never called home before?
Moose? What is the value of knowing that the greatest distance a moose traveled from Sandy Stream Pond
in Baxter State Park was only eight miles, straightline? It means quite a lot if, before, you were worried
that a moose season outside the Park would affect the
Baxter Park herd.
Moose have been marked with streamers, special
collars, and radio transmitters; and reports on their
travels have been monitored by gatekeepers, firetower
operators, campers, picnickers, and airplanes with
special radio receivers.
Statewide aerial censuses have been flown, and
population figures have been checked and rechecked;
and with an estimated 14,000 moose, there is no biological reason why Maine cannot have a controlled
moose season.
8

Deer? Since 1947, we have been researching deer in
Maine. Facts have been gathered on the early history
of deer, the life history of deer, their behavior and
habitat requirements, sex life, bad habits, and weaknesses.
We have found the buck is habitually promiscuous,
typically male chauvinistic in that only he wears the
antlers (most of the time), oftentimes frequents the
skid rows of logging areas, slums in some of the worse
deer yards in Maine, and may starve to death in these
yards.
We also know he has a bad habit of standing still
when a light shines in his eyes, which is very damaging to the motorist and very handy to the poacher.
In researching deer, we have taken him apart and put
him back together like a jigsaw puzzle. We have
weighed him whole - hide, horns, hooves, and all and we have weighed him hogged dressed, undressed,
and distressed. We have measured him about the same
way, all together and in pieces, from antlers to hind feet.
Autopsied? Yes, indeed, from his tail to his teeth,
the deer has been shredded more than cole slaw. We
have cut not only the teeth but also heart, liver, kidneys, spleen, ovaries, testicles, teats, stomach (and
what went into and out of the stomach), and the tail.
Out of hundreds of deer autopsied, we have diagnosed
everything from arsenic poisoning to old age.
But all this had a purpose. Sectioning incisor teeth
was done to determine the deer's age. Measuring his
antlers gives an indication of the range quality. Examination of the ovaries, testicles, and teats provide information on reproduction, and the tail was cut in order
to obtain hairs for fly tying.
Grouse? What is the value of knowing that a season
of 45 days and a daily bag limit of four will not hurt
the population? In fact, more will be taken by nature
than harvested by the gun.

do not know these things, you have not stopped
by research and management yesterday ... and what we learn
of tomorrow will depend on how seriously we treat
today. And how seriously are we treating today? Very
seriously. Maine, as a part of its comprehensive longrange planning project, has initiated the most comprehensive natural resource computerized data bank
in the country. With this project, we can plan, predict,
and anticipate changes and develop programs to meet
them.
Has federal aid done all this? Not exactly, but the
funds have made it possible for the state to do it. Four
million dollars is a lot of money, but money means nothing if the state does not have the program and the people to make federal aid function. When federal aid says
"we" - it means "Me." For Maine is a part of the federal aid program we have always been proud of.
•
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THE
PRESUMPSCOT

•

By Stuart E. DeRoche
Fishery Biologist

Portland

Map shows the portion of the
Presumpscot drainage covered in this
article - the 24-mile section from
Sebago Lake to tidewater. Large
dots indicate major sources of
pollution; small bars locate dams.

•

F THE Aucocisco Indians were to return today and
see what we have done to the Presumpscot River,
they would probably hold a pow-wow and declare
war on us. They were proud of their river, not only
because they depended upon it for their livelihood but
because of its pure water and majestic beauty. Today
it is a dammed .and dirty mess.
Presumpskeag, meaning "many rough places," is the
name the Indians gave the Presumpscot. Prior to the
early 1600's, the Aucociscos, who lived near Presumpscot Falls, caught large numbers of salmon, shad, and
alewives from the river and used them for food and for
fertilizer for their gardens.
The first mill on the river was built at Presumpscot
Falls in 1646. Although history makes no positive reference to dams on the river before 1739, there probably
were some to provide water for the numerous mills
built between 1646 and 1739.
No serious problems arose between the white men
and the Indians until a dam was built at Saccarappa

I
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Falls in 1739. Chief Polin of the Rockomeecook Tribe
objected strenuously to this dam because it interfered
with the ascent of sea-run salmon to Sebago Lake. He
was so disgruntled over this that he walked to Boston
to confer with Governor Shirley about it. Shortly after
this, Governor Shirley forced the white settlers to build
fishways in all existing dams on the river.
Evidently, these fishways did not pass fish, because a
few years later, Chief Polin made more demands to Governor Shirley. In his second demand, he said that all
white men must leave the Presumpscot River from Sebago Lake to the sea, or his tribe would drive them out.
Thus, the first armed conflict began between the
Aucocisco Indians and the white settlers. All fighting
came to an end in 1756 when Chief Polin was killed.
Polin's death did not stop pleas for fishways in dams.
In 1739, the people of Westbrook, noting a decline in
the anadromous fish runs, requested that John Wait be
required to build a fishway at Saccarappa Falls. The
court in 1741 passed an act requiring that all dams on
9

the Presumpscot River be provided with fish passage
facilities.
Evidently the fishway act of 1741 was enforced, because, in 1793, the owners of the Great Falls Dam were
found guilty of not providing proper fish passage over
their dam and were fined the sum of six pounds per
day for every day the "way" was closed to migratory
fish.
Fishways in dams on the Presumpscot were in vogue
as late as 1867. In the annual report of that year, the
Commissioner of Fisheries reported that fishway construction on all Presumpscot River dams had been completed, and anadromous fish had free passage all the
way to Sebago Lake.
Although there has been little written on the Presumpscot River since 1900, it is quite certain that the
attempts made in 1867 by the Commissioner of Fisheries to get fishways constructed in all the dams on the
river were the last.
10

All anadromous fish runs once present in the river
have been destroyed. Serious industrial and municipal
pollution from Westbrook to tidewater has destroyed
all fish habitat in the lower river, and flowages created
by the dams between Sebago Lake and Westbrook have
inundated most of the fast-water areas that once provided habitat for cold-water game fish. Less than 15
per cent of the main river from Sebago Lake to Westbrook now contains the kind of habitat that trout and
salmon require for spawning and nursery areas. This
loss of fast-water habitat, along with high summer
water temperatures, fluctuating water levels, and competition from warm-water game fish, precludes coldwater fishery management in the main Presumpscot
River.
Between 1880 and 1890, many thousands of Atlantic
salmon fry were stocked in the Presumpscot River with
little or no success. According to reports, there were
no runs of salmon, shad, or alewives after 1900.
Maine Fish & Game-Fall
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Ten dams without fishways innundate almost all of the
cold-water fish habitat on the main Presumpscot. Several
tributary streams support populations of brook trout and brown
trout. Presumpscot drainage offers
little potential for restoration
of Atlantic salmon runs.

Above Westbrook, certain fishery and recreational
potentials remain, but pollution control is necessary
here, too. There are localized sport fisheries for brown
trout, srnallrnouth bass, white perch, and chain pickerel.
North Gorham Pond and Dundee Pond, on the main
river above Westbrook, are best suited for warm-water
fish management. Occasional brown trout and landlocked salmon are caught in these ponds, but most
angling is for warm-water game fish.
HE

Presurnpscot River drainage has its headwaters

T in the Albany and Waterford areas, but this article
covers only that part of the drainage from Sebago Lake
to tidewater in Falmouth and Portland. This portion of
the Presurnpscot is 24 miles long, the lower 2.7 miles
of which are tidal, and it drains an area of about 615
square miles. The average annual expected stream flow
at Sebago Lake outlet is 663 cubic feet per second.
The main river from Sebago Lake to tidewater is heavily utilized industrially, with 10 darns using 250 feet of
its 267-foot natural fall. Nine of these darns generate
electricity, and six of the nine also supply water for
mill use. None of these 20th-century darns have ever
been provided with fishways. All except Smelt Hill
Darn are in operation and in good repair.
Numerous small brooks enter the main river, but we
will discuss only the major tributaries, Pleasant River,
Piscataqua River, Little River, and Mill Brook. The
others are mostly small, spring-fed streams that provide brook trout fishing from either natural populations
or put-and-take stocking.
The Pleasant River is about 14 miles long, originating
in the hilly sections of Gray. The drainage area totals
about 48 square miles, including the 19 square miles
drained by Little Sebago Lake. The Pleasant River
provides quite good brook trout fishing in the springfed areas of Gray. Downstream farther, brown trout are
well established, and they provide good fishing.
Ditch Brook, which enters the Pleasant River above
Route 302 in Windham, is the outlet of Little Sebago
Lake and Collins Pond. Ditch Brook has large areas of
cold-water fish habitat and a good population of brown
trout.
The Little River, originating in spring seepage areas
in Buxton, is 15 miles long and drains an area of 49
square miles. It enters the Presurnpscot River about
four miles above Westbrook. The main stern warms up
considerably during the summer and has numerous
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suckers and other competing species, but a fair-sized
brook trout population exists there.
The north branch of the Little River has more favorable water temperatures and a smaller population of
warm-water fish. It supports a rather sizeable population of brook trout and can be described as a typical
Maine trout stream, with many small pools, occasional
riffles, and gravelly bars.
The Piscataqua River, 12 miles long, drains an area
of about 20 square miles in the towns of Gray and Cumberland. The east branch of the Piscataqua has favorable summer water temperatures and supports a small
population of brook trout which is limited in abundance
by a lack of spawning area and the presence of competing species such as suckers and minnows. The west
branch, from Forest Lake to West Cumberland, has Jong
stretches of deadwater with high summer water temperatures. Two small, warm-water ponds in West Cumberland warm the river water to a critically high temperature for trout, and they inundate cold-water fish
habitat, thus creating nearly ideal habitat for warrnwater fish. Below these ponds, river waters begin to
cool, and warm-water fish are not as common. Brown
trout are present throughout the main river from West
Cumberland to West Falmouth, but the lack of spawning area limits the size of this population. Satisfactory
fishing is provided by a rather small, natural, brown
trout population, supplemented by an annual maintenance stocking.
Mill Brook is about six miles long, originating in Highland Lake in Westbrook, and drains an area of about
14 square miles. It has a fall of 190 feet in its winding
course before it enters the Presurnpscot River just below Westbrook. Spawning and nursery areas for brown
trout are plentiful, and suitable summer flows and
moderate water temperatures favor over-summer survival. Competition from warm-water species of fish
seems to be the limiting factor in the size of the trout
population that Mill Brook is capable of supporting.
interesting and ironic that as early as 1845, when
the first paper mill was built on the Presumpscot
River, pollution from sawdust and bark was so heavy
that the river could not be used as process water in
the paper industry! Pollution was mentioned in the
1867 report of the Commissioner of Fisheries: "One
paper mill in Cumberland Mills is using 1400-1500
pounds of chloride of lime and 25-30 gallons of oil of
vitriol each week. The liquid refuse from the bleaching
vats is finally turned into'The river."
Today, more than 100 years later, man continues to
discharge putrifiable wastes into the lower Presurnpscot
to such an extent that an intolerable condition exists
in the eight miles of river from Westbrook to the sea.
Above Westbrook, significant contributions of pollution
occur at various population centers and industries.
Most of the waters of the Presumpscot River basin

I
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above South Windham receive negligible pollution and
are of a quality suitable for all forms 'of recreational
use.
The eight mile section of the Presurnpscot
River
from Westbrook to Presurnpscot Falls frequently attains
nuisance condition during periods of low flow and high
water temperature and is not suitable for any purpose
other than power development and the transport of
wastes. Several results of this pollution are as follows:
1. All anadrornous and fresh-water fish habitat has

been destroyed.
2. All shellfish areas in the Presurnpscot River tidal
estuary have had to be closed.
3. At least five farms have been deprived of use of
the river water for cattle or irrigation.
4. Living conditions have been made far from satisfactory, and at times intolerable, for families living
along the river.
5. All aesthetic and recreational values have been
destroyed.

that on or before October 1, 1973, a review of final
plans with the Department of Environmental Protection
shall be completed and construction commenced.
IVEN improved water quality, the most realistic
fishery management in the Presurnpscot River
would be as follows:
1. North Gorham Pond and Dundee Pond should be
managed for srnallrnouth bass. This type of fishery
management will require that a relatively stable water
level be maintained.
2. The main Presurnpscot River from Dundee Pond to
Westbrook should be managed for srnallrnouth bass
and chain pickerel. A limited brown trout fishery may
occur at certain times of the year in the main river and
at the mouths of tributary streams. The maintenance of
fairly stable water levels in the main river is necessary
if game fish populations are to be maintained at satisfactory levels.
3. The main river below Westbrook will be managed
for srnallrnouth bass and, perhaps, a limited brown trout
fishery, once the river is cleaned up. Restoration of
alewives and shad should be possible by providing fish
passage at Smelt Hill Darn and at the outlet of Highland
Lake. A striped bass fishery may also be possible; how-

G

Presumpscot River pollution clean-up deadline: January 1, 1976.

A step toward improving the condition of the Presurnpscot River was taken in 1966 when the then Maine
Water Improvement Commission (now Department of
Environmental Protection) published the Classification
Report - Lower Presumpscot River. Upgraded classifications were recommended for the lower river which
the report stated "will permit other uses of the waters
such as fishing and boating, and the present odors and
nuisance conditions will be gradually alleviated, and
in a period of years, eliminated."
Public hearings were held in 1966 to discuss these
recommendations. From these hearings a forceful but
realistic timetable was established for the clean-up
of industrial and municipal wastes in the Presurnpscot.
January 1, 1976, was set as the date when the water
classifications must be met. It is important to note
12

ever, more research is needed before positive statements can be made concerning the re-establishment of
striped bass in a river drainage.
The potential of the main Presurnpscot River to support Atlantic salmon is limited to a few hundred yards
of suitable area between Sebago Lake and Mallison
Falls. The four major tributaries have rather extensive
cold-water fish habitat, but they are not sufficient to
produce many Atlantic salmon srnolts. The Pleasant
River offers the best habitat for searun salmon, but
the brown trout already established there would limit
the number of salmon smolts that could be produced.
The Little River has limited nursery area plus competition from warm-water fish, reducing the potential
of this small river. Mill Brook has extensive areas with
swift-water and rubble bottom, but it cannot be classified as Atlantic salmon habitat. The Piscataqua has
virtually no potential for searun salmon.
4. Most of the tributary streams entering the Presumpscot River will be managed for either brook trout
or brown trout.
•
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By John Madson

H

UNTERS have caught a lot of
flak in the past, and they'll
catch a lot more in the future.
The sport of hunting is a favored
target of many of the social critics in
the environmental field, some of
whom are highly skilled communicators.
The average hunter is unable to
reply effectively to these people at least, not to the full satisfaction
of the onlooking public. But the genuine hunter does have one basic
advantage over his opponents. He
knows his subject. He knows hunting - its methods, traditions, and
the length and breadth of the sport.
But that may not be enough. He must
know something of the depth of the
sport, as well.
He must know this because the
most' profound and basic question
asked by the non-hunter is simply:
"Why do men hunt?" I've been trying to answer that one for years,
trying to understand this third dimension of hunting - not just how
men hunt, but why. · ·
Well; I'm at it again, trying to
understand hunting better, and my
thoughts now are about the bestknown and most controversial form
of hunting in the Northeast: deer
hunting. The things I'll ·~~Y. apply
1

1

'I

The author is Assistant Director of Conservation of the Winchester Western
Division, Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation. This article is adapted from a
talk presented at the 1972 annual meeting of the New England Outdoor Writers
Association.
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to many kinds of game - and especially to partridge. I chose deer
hunting because it's the common
denominator. It typifies the best
in the sport, and also embodies the
worst.

W

hunt deer?" is really two
questions, with two sets of
answers!
It can mean a justification of our
deer hunting, or an examination of
our motives. I'll not dwell on the
first meaning, for I think we weaken
our position as hunters when we
rationalize our hunting as a clinical
act of deer population control. Our
frequent defense that we are doing
deer a great favor by killing them
is unacceptable to most nonhunters,
and it's not hard to understand why.
Besides, I doubt if any man honestly
feels that he is hunting deer for the
deer's own good. The man is hunting
deer for his own good, and if certain
benefits accrue to the herd as a result, so much the better.
So anything that I say isn't offered
as justification of hunting. I don't
feel that I need to justify my hunting to any man, although I may owe
him proof that it does not endanger
his interests or the interests of wildlife.
Why hunt deer? Not out of any act
of mercy; not to benefit, the species
or the range by trimming the herd.
We hunt deer because we want to.
The real question is not, "Why hunt
deer?" but rather" "Why do we enjoy it?"
Men hunt deer for many reasons,
any one of which is reason enough.
One of the common ones is the
meat reason. The w'~ods are full of
guys who claim to be hunting for
HY

prime meat, although I've got a
hunch that this is a standard alibi
for busting the first deer that comes
along. Yet, there are some real meat
hunters - men who are pretty good
at judging wild meat on the hoof,
and who have the patience and experience to carefully pick and choose,
and who take great pride in the quality of their venison. There are still
a few old hands who will pass up a
real whangdoodle buck for a plump
little forkhorn - although they're
often experienced hunters who have
already taken their share of whangdoodle bucks.
Then, of course, there's the trophy
reason.
Aldo Leopold once wrote: "Poets
sing and hunters scale the mountains
primarily for one and the same reason - the thrill to beauty. Critics
write and hunters outwit their game
primarily for one and the same reason - to reduce that beauty to posession."
Those trophy antlers on the wall
are not only a man's effort to possess beauty, but also an effort to
keep something important to him
from slipping away and being lost
and forgotten. And if the trophy
testifies to the world that here is a
strong and skillful hunter - well,
what's the use of denying it?
And so the great stag is stalked
and taken. And although the hunter
may dflp with modesty and seem reluctant to talk, it's not hard to wring
his story out of him. The hard part
is turning him off.
Ten thousand years ago that hunter would have stood by a fire and
recounted the great deed to his clan
brothers, while the old men nodded
their approval and the stripling boys
13

back in the shadows listened in wonder. It hasn't changed much. The
trophy hunter, the ethical killer of
the great stag or the great bear, still
commands attention by the fire as
he recites his deeds. His peers still
salute him, the old men still nod
and remember, and young boys still
dream of tomorrow's hunts.
Most of us will never kill the great
stag. Yet, we've all taken deer that
herd special trophy value for us,

and such value isn't always a measure
of tine and beam. It may be just a
measure of hard, solid hunting in
which both you and the deer conducted yourselves well, so that neither. species was shamed.
Trophy hunting has been bitterly
criticized, but it can be a worthy
thing if the hunter is ethical, and if
he knows that the best antlers are
grown only in good habitat and then
works to support that good habitat,
even if it means hunting of nontrophy
deer.
Companionship can be a strong
element in deer hunting. For as long
as men have hunted, they have banded into special hunting packs with
their own taboos, traditions and
rituals. And sometimes the companionship and the rituals become
more important than the hunt itself,
and sometimes the most pleasure is
taken. in anticipating and recollection. with the hunt only serving to
bond the two.
There's that, and many other reasons.
One is the fact that the deer is the
ultimate game in most states, where
it is the biggest, wariest, and most
-prized of wildlife. It is also the common man's big game. Grizzlies and
elephants are dream stuff to most of
us. Deer have a special value to us
not only because they are big game,
hut also available big game.

B

than anything else, the
greatest urge of the genuine deer

UT MORE

· ... just as deer are true
. indicator
of quality
na ~al environments, so
'deer hunting is a true
indicator
of
quality
natural freedom.
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hunter is his search for freedom,
and for the genuine personal adventure that is part of that freedom.
Whatever it is that motivates men
to hunt is distilled in deer hunting.
Deer hunting embodies the essence
of hunting, for deer embody the essence of quality freedom within
quality environment
Out my way, deer are rarely hunted in real wilderness. They're often
hunted in very tame farmland. But
even in a horseweed thicket beside
a cornfield, a deer lends special
wildness to the land, so that wherever a man hunts deer, it is a wild
place. Deer carry wilderness entangled in their antlers - their hoofprints leave the stamp of wilderness
on tame country. And just as deer
are true indicators of quality natural
environment, so deer hunting is a
true indicator of quality natural
freedom.
Dr. Murdock Head tells of a noted
physician who was visiting an Adirondack deer camp for the first time.
He wasn't a hunter, and it was all
new to him. As he stood by the cabin
door that evening, watching some
hunters dress deer while their companions offered unsolicited advice
and salty comments, listening to the
good laughter and the easy talk, the
doctor turned to his host with a look
of sudden understanding on his face,
and said: "Why, these men are free!"
The genuine deer hunter· is probably as free as it's possible for modern man to be in this technocracy of
ours. Free not because he sheds
civilized codes and restraints and
reverts to an animal when he goes
into the woods, but because he can
project himself out of and beyond
himself, out of and beyond the ordinary, and be wholly absorbed in a
quieter, deeper, and older world.

You know how it is. When you go
into the woods your presence makes
a splash, and the ripples of your
arrival spread like circles in water.
Long after you have stopped moving,
your presence widens in rings through
the woods. But after a while this
fades, and the pool of forest silence
is tranquil again, and you are either
forgotten or accepted - you are
never sure which. Your presence has
been absorbed into the pattern of
the woods, you have begun to be part
of things, and this is when the hunting really begins.
You can always feel it when those
circles stop widening; you can feel it
on the back of your neck and in your
gut, anJ in the awareness of other
presences. This is when a man begins
to hunt, and he always knows when it
happens and when he's beginning to
really hunt well.
William Faulkner, in his famous
story "The Bear," tells about this.
A ten-year-old boy is hunting in the
Big Bottoms of the Mississippi Delta
with an old half-Indian, half-Negro
named Sam:
"They went on. The boy
could still hear Boon Hogganbeck talking,
though
presently that ceased too.
Then once more he and Sam
stood motionless together
against a tremendous pin
oak in a little thicket, and
again there was nothing.
There was only the soaring
and the somber solitude in
the dim light, there was the
thin murmur of the faint
cold rain which had not
ceased all day. Then, as if
it had waited for them to
find their positions and become still, the wilderness
breathed again. It seemed
to lean inward above them,
above himself and Sam and
Walter and Boon in their
separate
lurking-places,
tremendous, attentive, impartial and omniscient, the
big buck moving in it somewhere, not frightened yet
and never fearsome but just
alert also as they were alert,
perhaps already
circling
back, perhaps quite near,
perhaps conscious also of
the eye of the ancient immortal Umpire."
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are important to the
man; they may be even more important to the boy.
There were those times when I
was a kid, hunting and trapping and
sometimes spending several days and
nights alone in the woods, when I'd
have a flash of insight that was usually gone as swiftly as it came - the
vaguest feeling of how aboriginal
hunters must feel, and what real
hunting, purequill, honest-to-God
real hunting, is all about. One strong
flash of this to a boy - one swift,
heady taste of this utter wild freedom and perception - is enough to
keep him hunting all his days. Not
just for meat, or for horns, but hunting for that flash of insight again,
trying to close that magic circle of
man, wildness, and animal.
I don't know where else a boy
today can really get this sort of thing.
I doubt if team sports or speed or
drugs will bring it. No, it's more
likely to come when the boy is alone,
in a deer swamp or in a grouse cover
- hunting on his own, and as free
as he may ever be.

S

UCH THINGS
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UR CRITICS
sometimes
say:
·"We could condone hunting if
the hunter were hungry. But the modern hunter is not hungry; he simply
kills for the joy of killing."
Nonsense. Of course hunters are
hungry. We all hunt deer because
we are hungry. The question is.
hungry for what? Meat? G Jory?
Freedom? Personal proof?
The genuine deer hunter (as opposed to the synthetic deer hunter,
which is another person entirely)
hunts to satisfy hungers that are
just as sharp as the belly hunger of
the Stone Age man. He is not killing
for the joy of killing; he is hunting
for the joy of living.

I mentioned "personal proof" as
a motive for hunting. Does a man
prove himself by killing a deer?
Even. a trophy? Of course not. The
mere act of killing a deer proves
nothing. It may not even prove that
the man's a good shot. If there's any
proof of a man in a hunt, it's not
whether he has killed a deer, but
how he has hunted it.
The best deer hunts are not really
contests between man and deer, but
between man and nature. The man
does not compete with just the deer,
but with his own growling belly and
freezing feet, with weakness, loneliness, impatience, discouragement,
and a growing desire to quit. If a man
can overcome these things, he has
won an important contest with himself. And maybe the prize for winning that contest is a deer - and
maybe not.
So does a man prove he is a man
just by killing a deer? I doubt it.
But at its best, the hunt can mean
that a man has met some ancient
tests; he has used his brain and spirit
to rise above ignorance and weakness - and if that isn't proof of something worth having, then fifty thousand generations of hunters have
been wrong.
To some people, of course, it
proves only that the hunter is a dangerous barbarian whose actions clash
with civilized values. And there's
some truth in this, though not in the
sense that our critics mean.

The genuine deer hunter
is among the men best
equipped to preserve
the values of natural
places while enjoying
the values of urban
culture.

James Fenimore Cooper, who
wrote a lot about the woods, was
deeply concerned over the tragic
clash between wilderness and civilization. He observed that the wilderness had one set of values which
should be preserved, while civilization had certain values which
would be welcome in the wilderness,
but which usually destroyed it. This
is the greatest single challenge to
modern America: to preserve the
values of natural places while enjoying the values of urban culture.
The genuine deer hunter is among
the men best equipped to do this,
for he has one foot in the cedar
swamp and the other in town. More
than most men - and certainly more
than most of his critics - he understands the value of both places.
It was over a hundred years ago
that Cooper lamented the impact of
civilization on wilderness. But at
the same time, without knowing it.
he was writing about the breed of
man who would someday cushion
that impact - the person that literary historians have since called "the
ideal man in the state of nature,"
and whom James Fenimore Cooper
simply called "The Deerslayer." •
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~7/EYDAD ,
WHAT ARE THESE BLACI~ THINGS?''
s

By Ronald K. Brokaw
Fishery Biologist
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HE proudly looks over his
freshly caught brookie, a
young lad may ask this question. And chances are that Dad,
after dutifully pondering the question, responds "I don't know." It
is hoped that this article will help
Dad out on future fishing trips.
The lroul that Junior ca ugh l
is infected with a parasi le commonly called black spot. Infection
may be relatively light or heavy
enough to cover virtually the entire fish.
Black spot is caused by the immature or larval stages of certain

parasitic worms known as trematodes. The condition in different
species of fish results from different
species
of trematodes.
Uvulifer
ambloplitis
is responsible for producing black spot in
smallmouth and largemouth bass,
rock bass, and most species of
sunfish, while Crassiphiala
bulboglossa is the culprit in yellow
perch, creek chubs, and chain
pickerel. In both brown and brook
trout, the condition is probably
caused by either Apophallus imperator or Apophallus brcvis. The
life cycle of all these trematodes
Maine Fish
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involves a fish-eating bird, a snail,
and a fish.
Let's now take a close look at
the, exact manner in which a particular fish gets black spot. The
adult stage of the parasite is found
in the intestine of a fish-eating
bird. Loons, belted kingfishers,
ducks, gulls, cormorants, and herons are the birds commonly involved. Reproduction of the parasite occurs within the intestine of
the bird. The eggs are subsequently
released into the water with the
droppings of the host bird. The eggs
soon hatch and give rise to ciliacovered larval forms termed miracidia, which then seek out a snail
(the first intermediate host). Further development can take place
only in certain species of snails.
Those miracidia which are successful in locating an appropriate
snail bore their way into the internal tissues while those that fail
soon perish.
Within the snail, the miracidia
multiply rapidly and develop into
Maine Fish
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the second larval stage called
sporocysts. These in turn give
rise to redia - more structurally
advariced forms which apparently
are able to feed on the tissues of
the host snail. Next, the redia produce so-called "daughter" redia
which give rise to cercariae. This
is the final stage of development
occurring within the snail. It is
believed that perhaps a month or
two is required for the cercariae to
be produced from the time the miracidia first enter the snail.
The cercariae, under influence
of warming water and light, break
out of the snail and begin to seek
a suitable fish. As was the case
with miracidia, cercariae are shortlived, and if contact with an appropriate fish host isn't made, they
die. However, if a fish (the second
intermediate host) is located, it
is a simple matter for the freeswimming cercariae, by means of
certain glands, to bore through
the scales and skin and occasionally penetrate into the musculature.
After penetration, the larvae surround themselves with a thin wall;
at this time, they are called metacercariae. The fish in turn lays
down black pigment around the
encysted metacercariae, thereby
creating the characteristic black
spots. It is believed that the spots
become visible approximately 22
days after initial penetration by
the cercariae.
The final stage of the life cycle
occurs when a bird (the final host)
feeds upon a fish infested with
black spot. Action of digestive
juices in the bird's stomach frees
the encysted metacercariae from
the fish's skin. They then migrate
to the intestine where they reach
sexual maturity, thereby completing the life cycle.
One might well wonder how
black spot is able to persist, in light
of the various contacts that must
be accomplished in order to insure
survival. There are countless rniracidia which fail to locate a suitable snail. Similarly, large numbers
of free-swimming cercariae are
unsuccessful in contacting an ap-

propriate fish and therefore perish.
Thus, the answer lies in the enormous number of eggs produced in
the first place and the additional
increase in the number of individuals which occurs within the snail.
These two factors make up for the
tremendous mortality encountered
in going from one host to another.
The Fish and Game Department
often receives inquiries concerning
the effect of black spot on fish.
The condition has never been
shown to be lethal or even harmful
to adult fish in the wild. However,
in the laboratory, after young fish
have deliberately been exposed to
large numbers of cercariae, significant losses in body weight and
even death have been observed.
It should be remembered that fish
under such experimental conditions
(which may cause stress) are often
much less resistant to disease than
fish in the wild.
Another matter of interest concerns the edibility of fish infested
with black spot. Many anglers have
undoubtedly returned such fish to
the water believing them to be unfit to eat. Such action is completely
unwarranted as black spot in no
way affects the palatability of a
particular fish. Adequate cooking
destroys the parasite, and even if
the fish to be eaten is undercooked,
the parasite cannot survive in man.
So, although the presence of black
spot may detract from a brookie's
natural beauty, the flesh remains
as palatable as ever.

N SUMMARY,

we have seen that

Iblack spot is caused by a trematode - a class of worm parasites

which attack fish. The condition is
transmitted from a fish-eating bird
to a snail to a fish and then back
to an appropriate bird. Black spot
has no noticeable adverse effect on
either the fish itself or its edibility.
With these things in mind, Dad will
hopefully be able to answer Junior's
question during some future fishing
trip.
II
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Maine's

Newest Wildlife

Management

Area:

~~MENDALL MARSH"
By Frederick B. Hurley, Jr.
Regional

Game Biologist

HE TIDAL borders of the south
branch of Marsh Stream, in
the towns of Frankfort and
Prospect, are the site of the Howard L. Mendall Wildlife Management Area. This is the most recent
major land acquisition project to be
undertaken by the Maine Fish and
Game Department. It was made
possible with the assistance of
federal funds and financial contributions from various conservation minded groups which are interested in preserving this coastal
wetland. Included in the latter are
the Bangor Chapter, Maine Audubon

T
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Society; and the Penobscot County
Conservation Association. When
acquisition is complete, the area
will total approximately 1,400
acres.
Our primary management goals
on "Mendall Marsh" are to protect
this valuable and vulnerable coastal
wetland from destructive development and to provide for continued
public utilization of the area. Parking facilities have been established
along Route 1A for the benefit of
those wishing to use this wildlife
management area.
Within the area, brackish tide
water, flats, and salt marsh support a community of varied plant
and animal life. Plant life is typical

Donations from private conservation
groups helped in the
acquisition of these valuable tidal wetlands.

of an estuarine situation; it ranges
from minute phytoplankton to the
rather large vascular plants found
on a typical salt marsh. Included
in the latter are salt marsh cordgrass, black rush, salt meadow
cordgrass, salt grass,
bayonetgrass, and many others that occur
less frequently.
Although only a few animals can
be classified as permanent residents of the area, a variety of
species use the open water, flats,
and marsh during the warmer
seasons of the year. Various species of waterfowl are frequent visitors on the area. In the spring,
many ducks and geese migrating
up the Penobscot River valley take
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advantage of early open water for
resting and feeding. Aquatic plants,
snails, crustaceans,
and small fish
provide an abundant food supply
for these birds when inland marshes are still frozen and snow-covered.
Many people have discovered
that spring is a great time of the
year to scan these flats and open
water with binoculars to bone-up
on waterfowl identification.
Other
inhabitants of this most interesting
natural community
that are frequently seen include greater yellowlegs
and
other
shore-birds
feeding on the tidal flats, a marsh
hawk gliding over the area in
search of a white-footed mouse, a
noisy killdeer in the higher portions of the marsh, or a school of
mumichogs in the shallow portions
of the open water.
On a blustery, cold day in late
fall, this is a particularly good place
to hunt waterfowl. On these occasions, birds move from the windswept bay to this rather sheltered
area and provide some fine shooting.
ENRY "Rusty" Sleeper of the
Realty Division has been working on the acquisition of the Mendall area since 1970. His job is a
slow and tedious process of determining ownership, searching titles,
appraising, and negotiating with
landowners in order to obtain title
to selected locations.
Rusty's collection of notes concerning the history of the Frankfort-Prospect region indicates that
it "was settled around 1760 and
incorporated in 1789. It included
the present towns of Prospect,
Winterport, Hampden, and portions
of Belfast, Searsport, and Stockton.
"In pre-revolutionary times, the
area was part of a crown patent
which was divided into ten shares
and the owners assumed the names
of the Ten Proprietors. The area
involved was about 30 miles on
each side of the Penobscot, from
the bay to the head of tide, and

H

Geese rest and feed
on Mendall Marsh during migration.
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included about 43,000 acres. Later,
General Waldo assumed interest
in the patent and added it to other
holdings in lower Penobscot Bay,
with the proprietors reserving
interest in the area now stretching
from Frankfort to Bangor. The titles
to most of the property passed to
General Henry Knox after the Revolution, as his wife was an heir
of Waldo."
In earlier days, there were fishing privileges along Marsh Stream
and Penobscot Bay for the purpose
of catching Atlantic salmon and
herring. Today, there is an extensive smelt fishery in this area.
For many years, granite quarrying was a major factor in the local
economy. The Mosquito Mountain
marsh - part of the wildlife man-

agement area-is the site of a granite wharf formerly used for the
shipping of granite quarried from
Mosquito Mountain, which rises
steeply to the west. Much of this
granite was used in the construction of Fort Knox on the Penobscot
River.

N September 23, 1971, our
acquisitions in this area were
officially named in honor of Howard L. Mendall, Leader of Maine's
Cooperative
Wildlife
Research
Unit. A noted waterfowl authority
and ardent sportsman, Howard has
used these marshes for educational
and recreational purposes for many
years, which made this dedication
most appropriate.
•
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WATCHING

THE WILDLANDS

Maine's

Land

Use Regulation

By David H. Leake
Supervisor of Planning and Research
Land Use Regulation Commission

Editor's Note: This article is one of a planned series
on various Maine agencies and organizations whose
programs are of interest and importance to sportsmen.
We have already covered the Maine cooperative fishery
and wildlife research units and the Maine Pesticide
Control Board. In future issues, we hope to have articles on other natural resource agencies, both public
and private, as well as sportsmen's organizations.
EGULATIONS, regulations, regulations. Don't· we all
hate regulations! But once in a while, some come
along that make sense.
For sportsmen, that may be the case when it comes
to land use regulation. Maine fishermen and hunters
stand to gain more from recent land use regulation laws
than almost any other group.
Two laws passed by the 105th Legislature are the
basis for Maine's land use controls today. One, the
mandatory shoreland zoning act, requires all municipalities to zone land within 250 feet of navigable waters.
They must do this by July 1, 1973, or the state will do
it for them. Local governments are wrestling with this
new responsibility now; and sportsmen have the
chance, right now, to tell local officials they want their
favorite fishing and hunting spots protected from future
harmful development.
The other recent land use law is the one creating the
Maine Land Use Regulation Commission. This Commission is responsible for the planning and regulation of
development wherever there is no statutory authority
to zorie or regulate.
Since September 1971, the Land Use Regulation Commission (LURC) has been responsible for the regulation
of development in roughly 10.5 million acres of "unorganized and deorganized townships and mainland
and island plantations" - an area known to most Mainers as the state's "wildlands."

R

recent interest in land use controls?
Because Maine people are becoming alarmed by
W
the helter-skelter development taking place in their
HY ALL THIS

state: in real estate speculation, in seasonal homes,
in recreation, and in industrial growth. Because Mainers are concerned that unregulated development is
changing the character of their state - threatening the
visual landscape and the quality of soil, air, and water.
Unplanned and unregulated development is expensive to taxpayers. A major concern of the Legislature and a major reason for its creation of LURC - is the
cost of cleaning up waters in the "unorganized" area
of the state. The total cost to government and industry,
for pipe lines and treatment plants to dean up our
20

Commission

major rivers, may exceed $500 million. The headwaters
of each of these rivers, still clean and unpolluted, lie
in the wildlands, in the area of LURC's jurisdiction.
It is to ensure the continued high quality of those
waters (plus the water in 3,387 lakes and ponds) and to
encourage compatible use of land and air - to make
sure hundreds of millions worth of tax dollar investments aren't wasted by pollution upstream - that the
Land Use Regulation Commission exists. It is for these
reasons that each sportsman stands to benefit from the
existence of the Commission.
.
But the guarantee LURC can provide, of always having a place to hunt and fish, is not by any means a gift.
It is a right of inheritance .hat each hunter and fisherman must be willing to protect. It is a right which requires a degree of effort and co-operation for your
own best interest.
The effort required is this: if you own or lease land
in the wildlands and if you intend to build on it or substantially modify the landscape, the law requires that
you contact LURC first. As of September 23-, }971, any
new construction must have prior approval and a permit
from the Commission.
If you are a typical sportsman, you would not intentionally pollute, it's true, but you might do so' unknowingly. For instance, it is possible to have a satisfactory
percolation test - for septic tank installation - and
receive a plumbing permit, yet still contribute to the
pollution of the waters of your favorite fishing lake or
stream.
There is an advantage to every landowner in going
through the steps of applying for a LURC building permit or land subdivision permit. The self-guided examination of your land, and the free technical advice you
will find available, may save you from making a costly
error; or they may suggest more economic alternatives.
At the very least, you will have improved the chances
of keeping your own piece of the environment intact.
Like most application procedures, obtaining a LURC
building permit does take some time. However, the
Commission is required by law to grant or deny approval within 30 days of receiving a completed application. In a few cases, when a public hearing is ordered by the Commission, the length of time for approval
or denial is 45 days from the end of that hearing. Many
applications, on the other hand, can be approved within
72 hours.
The time required to receive a permit need not hamper the person who plans ahead. In the winter, when
wildlands construction comes to a halt, the person who
plans to build the next summer can submit his application. Before the spring thaw, he can receive his permit and know what must be done to comply with LURC's
environmental standards.

R

EVIEWING applications for building permits is only
one of the statutory tasks required of the Land
Use Regulation Commission although it is the first task
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to be in full operation. Another major task is to guide
future development in Maine's wildlands. To do this,
Title 12 of the Maine Revised Statutes, Annotated (as
amended), requires that LURC develop a long-range
"comprehensive land use guidance plan." Then, using
the plan as a guide, the Commission must designate
various areas of the unorganized lands in one of four
types of Land Use Districts:
1. Development, where
residential, recreational,
commercial, or industrial uses already exist;
2. Holding, where development may take place next;
3. Management, for forestry and farming; and
4. Protection, where development might damage significant natural, recreational, and historic resources.
Standard regulations must be developed for each
class of district, and the regulations must be applied
equally to all landowners and lessees. The law gives
the Commission until 1976 to complete this task.
In the meantime, while the plan and these districts
and district regulations are being drawn up, the Legislature has required LURC to produce temporary or "interim" land use districts and standards (regulations).
Those standards were adopted by the Commission in
September, 1972 and district maps for each unorganized township are being drawn. Public hearings will
be held so that all landowners can help determine
district boundaries.
It was the public hearing regarding "interim" districts
and standards which gained so much publicity in July
1972. Hundreds of people, mostly misled by inaccurate
rumors in advance of the meetings, descended on Augusta that first day, to protest what they believed was
a dangerous threat to their rights in Maine's wildlands.
Most went away satisfied that their fears were unfounded, because the following facts were made clear at
the hearing:
a. Structures already in existence in the wildlands

will be exempt from these interim regulations;
b. The interim districts and standards can be in effect
no more than three years, and must be replaced by
permanent ones based on the comprehensive plan;
c. Where development already exists in the wildlands, further development may take place (after
proper application, and after receiving a permit
from LURC);
d. Where there is no development yet, lands will be
placed in Protection Districts if they are classified
as fragile and vulnerable to damage from development;
e. All other lands not yet developed (nearly 90 per
cent of the LURC jurisdiction) will be placed in
"Management" districts, where forestry and agriculture may continue unhampered;
f. Agriculture and forestry may take place in Protection Districts although where such uses exceed
certain established limits, they must have Commission approval in advance;
g. Camp owners' investments in existing property
will not be endangered by the regulations;
h. Snowmobiles will not be prohibited in the wildlands (although individual landowners still have
the power to close their lands to any vehicular use);
and,
i. No attempt has been made to regulate boats or
other uses of surface waters at this time.
One more point was made clear at the hearings:
Although LURC regulations may list activities the Commission will allow in the wildlands, a landowner has
the right to allow far less - or none at all, if he chooses.
AINE'S Land Use Regulation Commission is one of
the newest state agencies, and one destined to be
an ally of every outdoorsman. LURC fills the void between those wishing to develop Maine's wildland resources, on the one hand, and those wanting to preserve them, on the other.
By requiring permits for all substantial construction
in its territory, the Commission is making sure that
new developments are environmentally sound. By encouraging multiple-use and establishing districts where
appropriate development can take place, it is assuring
continued and orderly economic growth. And by protecting areas which are irreplaceable once damaged,
it is protecting much of that natural character which
makes Maine ... Maine.
•
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How to Apply for LURC Permits

Unorganized townships and
plantations in the juristiction of the
Maine Land Use Regulation Commission

1. Determine if your property lies within the Commission's
jurisdiction. Is it in an unorganized township or one of
the state's plantations?
....,
2. If your answer is yes, contact the Commission by mail or
telephone, and a staff member will assist you in obtaining
the necessary permit.
Send mail to: Land Use Regulation Commission
State House
Augusta, Maine 04330
or telephone: 289-2631.
The Commission offices are located at 35 Capitol Street in
Augusta.
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PROUD

By Wilmot Robinson

PAST AND BRIGHT FUTURE

President, Maine Bird Dog Club

Bird Dog Trials in Maine

'' p

the. handler called
out as he raised his cap
high to signal the judge,
seated nearby on a horse. The setter
was frozen into an intensive statue,
tail erect, one front paw raised slightly, nose extended towards a clump
of pasture juniper. Every muscle in
his body was tensed as he gave his
handler the thrill of his "find." Certain now that the judge was witnessing the episode, the proud handler
stepped to the side and moved away
from his dog in a half-circle so as
not to break the "scent-trail" that
told the dog there was a bird there.
Then, turning toward the dog, he
began an effort to flush the bird.
His efforts were rewarded with a loud
cackle and a burst of wing beats as
a magnificent cock pheasant took to
the air. The finished English setter
relaxed just a little as the bird lifted,
but he remained on point as the
handler fired a blank pistol. The
strong flying pheasant flew up and
away toward a stand of short pines.
Mr. Handler returned to his dog and
touched him on the head - the signal the dog was waiting for. Immediately, he began hunting for more
OINT!"

birds. A round of applause came
from the gallery of spectators on a
high knoll overlooking the area, the
judge made some notes in his notebook, and the trial proceeded.
This incident took place at Yarmouth, Maine, on Mother's Day of
1972, and it marked the return of
bird dog field trials to Maine. The
affair was a Recognized Field Trial
for Pointing Breeds, sponsored by
the recently organized Maine Bird
Dog Club. Another highly successful
trial - a 2-day event this time was held on September 23 and 24 in
Hermon; the scheduling of this trial,
incidentally, coincided with the first
annual celebration of National Hunting and Fishing Day and featured an
evening banquet and the first awarding of the silver Revere bowl donated by the Penobscot County
Conservation Association - to the
winner of the Maine Shooting Dog
Classic. Judging from the response
we've had so far, I would call the
restoration of bird dog field trials
in Mai~e both popular and successful.

Pouring it on is
Blue Point Tex, a pointer owned
by Ed Provost of Grand Lake Stream.

Cover Club Mike on point.
Handler: Garfield Wall, Hartland.
Judge: Joe Gardner, Raymond, N. H.

HE State of Maine has a long and
proud history in pointing breed
field trials. As many as three or four
clubs were active at the same time
when interest in this sport was at
its peak. At one time or ano~her,
the following clubs were actively
engaged: Arnold Trail Sportsmens
Club;
Damariscotta
Sportsmens
Club; Down-East Sportsmens Club;
Down-East Field Trial Club; Eastern
Maine Pointer and Setter Club; Penobscot County Field Trial Club;
Westbrook Rod and Gun Club;
Western Maine Pointer and Setter
Club; and the York County Fish and
Game Club. I'm sure there were
some others, and there is no intent
to slight any of them. I would be
glad to hear more of the history of
these clubs from anyone who can
provide it.
.
Some nationally prominent bird
dogs of the past have been ~aine
dogs. Back in 1944, a female pomter
- Tarheelias' Best Bet - owned
by Ken Pope of Jackman was li~ted
in a four-way tie as the second highest producer of field trial winners.
At about the same time, another
outstanding Maine dog named Hum-

T
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dinger Bolton was one of the top
leading English setter producing
dams. The Humdinger line was a
product of professional trainer Frank
McGinley of East Eddington.
In 1945, the First Annual .Grouse
Dog Futurity was won by a Maine
dog named Nagirrah, owned by the
late Dr. C. W. Harrigan of Millinocket, himself a renowned field
trial judge.
Just a few of Maine's earlier notables who were active in field trials
were: George Bucknam with his
famous setter, High Jacket; Dr. Paul
Douglass and his stylish setter, Kennebec Bounce; Cliff Hale of Sorrento
and Camden Sargeant of Sorrento
who both campaigned top-notch
pointers; the late John and Betty
Payne of Scarboro were in the winner's circles many times with their
"Yankee" dogs, English setters;
others that come to mind include the
late Dr. Herb Sanborn of Waterville
and professional trainers Wayne
Colby, Maurice Holden, and Frank
McGinley. The Porter Thompsons
of Portland were and still are very
active in trials.

o WHAT does all this mean to
today's bird dog enthusiasts? For
one thing, it shows that bird dogs
raised and trained in Maine are
capable of gaining national recog-

S

mtion. The potential is still here
in terms of dogs from excellent bloodlines, including progeny of many of
Maine's top dogs of the past. It is
also here in terms of dog owners who
are interested enough and capable
of training and handling big winners.
For those interested in recapturing
the glories of the past or in achieving lofty goals with their pointing
dogs, a bird dog club and field trials
in Maine may not be an absolute
necessity, but they should at least
prove beneficiaL
Now, granted, most owners may
never aspire to ultimately capturing
a national championship with their
pointing dog. They are interested
in bird dogs and field trials for other
reasons. The opportunity to meet
people with similar interests plays
no small part. Contacts can be made
for buying, selling, breeding, and
training dogs. Trials also provide an
opportunity for the hunter to keep
his bird dog in condition and to see
him doing what he enjoys doing
most - finding birds - over a much
longer period than just a few weeks
during the hunting season. Also,
there is the spirited competition
among friends and between breeds
that goes along with field trials.
Many hunting dog owners tend to
think of field trials as a "race." To
an extent, dogs in a trial do show
more heels than you want to see

when you enter your favorite· woodcock cover, but the rewards of a field
trial win and the thrills of a good day
of hunting aren't intended to be the
same. However, we are thinking of
the close-working hunting dog with
class in our trials. For instance, about
20 minutes of the 30-minute course
at Hermon was laid out in alders and
upland covers. Also, our standard
and running rules are aimed at the
foot hunter and cover dog; this is
in contrast to the majority of other
trials in New England where the
handler rides a horse. We also have
a novice class for dogs that have
never placed in a field trial; this
is to encourage newcomers and
"hunter-type" persons.
As it is necessary to test a bird
dog's nose, and finding wild birds
is an unpredictable factor, we have
a birdfield where one bird is released for each dog that runs. The birds,
incidentally, are pheasants provided
by the Maine Fish and Game Department, and they are not killed.
Each age class has its own stake
in our trials - puppy, derby, and
all age. And recognizing the growing
interest in versatile breeds so evident in Maine today, we also have
restricted breed stakes for the owners of Brittany spaniels, German
shorthaired pointers, W eimaraners,
etc. Response to this has been great.

0, YOU SEE now, Mr. Bird Dog
Owner, that maybe field trials in
Maine have something for you. We
have the Maine Bird Dog Club started, too, and among other things, the
Club plans to sponsor training clinics. To borrow a phrase, "Try it,
you'll like it!"
Yarmouth was just the beginning,
and much help is needed to keep this
"beginning" alive and growing. Field
trials sirould not be allowed to fade
out again in Maine. To quote another
famous line, "When pleasures are
counted, it's hard to imagine a world
without dogs." (Bird dogs, we hope!)

S

Maine Bird Dog Club officers for 1972: Wayne Mowatt, Bradford,
Secretary; Dave Pierce, Abbot Village, Treasurer;
Wilmot Robinson, Millinocket, President; and Cliff Hale, Sorrento, Vice President.
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By Kendall Warner
Senior Fishery Research Biologist

UCCESSFUL fishery management is constantly being
hindered by lack of the necessary facts upon which
recommendations and management should be
based. The function of fishery research is to discover
these facts in order to operate "fact-based" management programs to maintain and improve our sport fisheries.
Webster defines research as, "investigation or experimentation aimed at the discovery and interpretation of facts, revision of accepted theories in the light
of new facts, or practical application of such revised
theories." Literally, to research means to search or
investigate more thoroughly.
Unfortunately, we never know everything about a
particular subject or problem. Fishery management
methods in particular cannot remain static but must be
dynamic - changing as environmental or ecological
conditions change - and changing as research brings
forth new and pertinent facts.
There is a big difference between "data" and "facts."
Gathering reams of "data" to be stuffed away in a dusty
filing cabinet is not research. Collection of "data" on
lengths and weights of hundreds of trout, for example,
is a waste of time unless this information is to be used
for a specific useful purpose. Facts can be discovered
only as a result of research, by gathering pertinent
data as part of a well-planned research project undertaken with well-defined objectives in response to a
specifically defined problem.
There are three general types of fishery research:
basic research, applied research, and developmental
research.
Basic research is designed to discover needed facts
which may or may not be of immediate use. One type of

S
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basic research is called "fundamental research," which
includes theoretical experimentation, analysis, or exploration of general principles. This research is conducted mainly at universities and is a necessary prerequisite if other types of research are to follow. An
example of fundamental research would be development in egg stages (embryology) of bass.
Another type of basic research is "background research." This is systematic collection, organization,
and presentation of facts, using known principles, to
reach clearly defined objectives. Background research
may either provide a foundation for subsequent research or provide standard reference data. Examples
of this type of research are our fish habitat inventories
(lake and stream surveys), which provide basic facts on
the aquatic environment necessary for further research
and management.
The second general type of fishery research is "applied research," which is extension of basic research
to solve a specific problem. Most of our fishery research
in Maine is applied research. For example, basic (laboratory) research may show that a certain pesticide is
toxic to fish. An applied research project may then
be undertaken to evaluate the effects lakeside spraying
of this pesticide has on the trout population and trout
fishery of a particular lake.
"Developmental research" is the third general type.
This type of research consists of improvement of techniques or devices previously discovered. An example
is improvements in type or design of fishways.
UR FISHERY research in Maine is usually "speciesoriented," principally because individual species
or groups of species are explicit in their life history
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requirements,
habitat adaptability,
and response to
management. For instance, we think in terms of "salmon
management"
and "cold-water fish management"
or
"bass management" and "warm-water fish management."
In our applied fishery research projects, however,
we can rarely study only the fish itself. We also needed
to know vital facts about the place where the fish
lives - its environment or habitat. We refer to shallow
warm-water lakes as "bass, perch, or pickerel habitat"
and deep, cold-water lakes as "salmon, trout, or togue
habitat."
A necessary third part of most applied research pro]ects is to study the interrelationships
between the
fish and its environment, which is the definition of the
currently popular word - ecology. Thus, the practical

fish researcher is by necessity a fishery ecologist in
that he must not only study the fish and its habitat but
also become aware of the interrelationships between
them.
Research related to fresh-water fishes and their
habitat is carried out by several agencies and institutions in Maine. The principal responsibility for freshwater fishery research rests with the Fishery Research
and Management Division of the Department of Inland
Fisheries and Game. Each of Maine's six fishery regions
encompasses a geographical area of the state with both
common and unique problems in managing fish populations to provide the best possible fishing. Regional
fishery personnel conduct their own research projects
initiated to produce the facts needed for sound management of regional waters. This research varies in scope,
ranging from long-term, intensive research projects to
gather facts for solving major fishery problems, to
briefer studies on specific waters to evaluate management efforts or techniques.
Research projects of statewide importance are operated or co-ordinated by the Fishery Division's research
unit located in Bangor. For example, statewide trout
pond management studies are co-ordinated by a research biologist for ponds in the several fishery regions.
The studies are conducted to evaluate factors affecting
trout populations and fisheries with the goal of improving management methods for better trout fishing
throughout Maine.
The Maine Cooperative Fishery Unit, at the University
of Maine in Orono, conducts basic and applied research

.

on fresh-water fishery problems through their graduate
studies program. Students seeking advanced degrees
work under the direction of the Unit's staff, on research
designed to provide needed answers to vital fisheries
questions. Many of the graduate projects are undertaken at the suggestion of the Fishery Division after
review by the Unit's Coordinating Committee.
Basic research relating to the aquatic environment
is being done by workers in several colleges and universities as well as other state agencies. With the current concern over "the environment," much research is
being concentrated on factors causing degradation of
our inland waters, the consequences, and possible solutions. Eutrophication of lakes as a result of man's
activities is the principal problem receiving researchers' attention. While much of this research does not
involve working directly with fish themselves, it does
concern their habitat and, hence, is of vital importance.
HY DO we need fishery research on Maine's inland
waters? The basic reason has been touched upon
several times in previous paragraphs. Research is needed to discover facts upon which we can base our management to provide better fishing. Establishment of
management programs for other reasons is being dishonest with the sport fishermen who are paying the
bill with their license dollars. Any public agency involved with management of fish and fish habitat is
constantly under pressure from all sides to provide
"instant answers" to fishery problems. In some instances, research studies have already been made and
the facts are available, but in many other cases, further
research is needed before answers can be given or
programs recommended. It is understandable why some
fishermen become impatient when they are told that
"further study" is needed before they can be told why
the fishing in their favorite lake is "lousy" and what
can be done to improve it.
The role of fishery research becomes increasingly
important when we consider the rapid changes taking
place in the aquatic and related land environment.
Degradation in habitat quality of our lakes, ponds,
rivers, and streams through pollution and poor land
and water use practices results in more and more waters being lost as fish habitat and less fishing opportunity.
Opportunity for use of waters for sport fishing is
gradually being lost by other means, as well. Lack
of public access facilities, increased private control,
and posting against trespass all mean that fewer and
fewer waters are available for public use. This decrease
in waters available for fishing - along with an increasing demand for sport fishing in the future - means that
the remaining accessible waters must be managed more
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Practical research uncovers
facts for better fishery management - and better fishing.
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be a primary food fish for both warm-water and coldwater game fishes, but they have a disadvantage because their populations fluctuate markedly, causing a
food shortage and a growth problem for game fish.
Experiments are continuing to test the value of landlocked alewives as an alternate forage fish.
AJOR EMPHASIS on fishery research in our inland
waters is concerned with the biology, habitat, and
ecology of our native fish species.
Much research has been expended on our native
landlocked salmon, the official State of Maine fish,
which has provided a highly prized sport fishery over
the past 100 years. Maine is one of the few states in
the U. S. offering landlocked salmon fishing, and we
want to make sure the famed fishery is maintained and
expanded where possible. This can be accomplished
only through continued studies to improve management methods. Findings of past and current research
have been broadly applied in management of salmon
waters, resulting in better fishing.
Two rare species that are native to Maine are now
receiving careful consideration through research. The
Sunapee (golden) trout and the blueback trout, both
closely related to the arctic char, are presently distributed in only a few Maine waters. Bluebacks are
present in only nine lakes and ponds, while Flood's
Pond (Hancock County) contains the only pure strain of
Sunapee trout known to exist. Research is underway to
learn more about the basic life history, habitat requirements, and ecology of these fishes. These facts will
be used in determining the best techniques for management and appropriate waters for introduction in order
to increase distribution and populations. The result
will be that fishermen will have increased opportunities
to catch these two unique fishes.
A complete list of instances where fishery research
has "paid off" in better management, resulting in better
fishing in Maine, would fill this issue of Maine Fish and
Game. I will, therefore, cite only a few examples or
"case histories" where facts from our research have
directly benefited management and fishing or are in
the process of doing so.
Case History No. 1
Problem:
Many ponds having potentially good
water quality for trout and other game
fishes have become overcrowded with
trash fish, resulting in poor fishing.
Question:
Can fishing be improved by removal of
existing fish populations and re-stocking
with game fish?
Research:
In the early 1950's, several small ponds
near Augusta were experimentally
treated with chemicals (rotenone) to
remove fish populations, planted with
trout, and evaluated by creel census
and netting.

M

Pond reclamation,
now a successful
fishery management
practice, is a product

of research.

efficiently to produce the best possible fisheries. Fishery research is prerequisite to this optimum management.
Rapid changes are also taking place in distribution and
abundance of fish populations. Numerous species have
been planted in Maine waters over the past 150 years;
some have become established, and some have not.
Early plantings were made indisciminately on a "trial
and error" basis, most without benefit of factual information on either the species or habitat. While some
of the introductions established valuable sport or forage
fish populations, others resulted in the spread of undesirable fishes which have been harmful to native
populations. Thorough research prior to these plantings would have "nipped in the bud" and prevented many of our current problems, and the distribution of fish populations would have been considerably different in Maine. Good or bad, those non-native
(exotic) species that have become established are now
"naturalized citizens" and must be dealt with in our
research and management programs.
The previous discussion is not intended to imply that
all non-native fishes are automatically bad. Most fishermen want some diversity in opportunity for catching
different kinds of fish in a variety of surroundings.
Research is showing that some exotic species can live
and provide good angling in carefully selected habitats
where danger to existing fisheries is minimal. There
are several examples of this. Research has shown that
brown trout often do well in waters that will not support
a salmon fishery. Thus, in southern and central Maine,
browns have provided good fishing in waters where
there is no danger of their spreading to threaten brook
trout or other fisheries. Recent experiments with rainbow trout in selected waters have also shown some
promise; research is continuing. Smelts are known to
26
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Findings:

Trout growth and survival were markedly improved, resulting in good fishing,
especially
where most fish species
were successfully removed.
Management:
As a result of these studies, chemical
reclamation is now a well-established
management
procedure
in Maine.
Through
1970, 126 ponds
totalling
8,040 acres had been reclaimed and restocked with game fish. Greatly improved fishing has resulted.
Case History No. 2

Problem:

Question:

Research:

In the early 1960's, the salmon fishery
at famed Sebago Lake experienced a
collapse.
What factors caused the decline in the
salmon fishery, and what steps should
be taken to restore it?
An intensive study was undertaken to
evaluate the salmon population and
fishery, and the factors affecting them.

Fishery research will help assure
good fishing for future generations to enjoy

Findings:

Shoreline spraying of pesticides (DDT)
caused a drastic decline in populations
of smelt, the main food of salmon, resulting in sharply reduced growth of
salmon. Salmon and other fishes contained abnormally high levels of DDT,
which probably contributed to abovenormal mortality. A high percentage of
salmon caught were below legal size,
and few were "keepers."
Management: DDT spraying was sharply reduced as
a result of an intensive publicity campaign by regional fishery personnel. The
length limit on salmon was reduced, and
numbers of salmon stocked were changed. The smelt population recovered
and salmon growth increased; salmon
fishing is now considered excellent
again.
Case History No. 3
Problem:
A vast amount of habitat inventory data
have been collected for our lakes, ponds,
rivers, and streams. While these data
are used extensively for specific regional
research and management projects, a
need has become apparent for a rapid
method of summarizing, categorizing,
and analyzing pertinent habitat and
species data on a statewide scale.
Question:
What does Maine have in the way of
fresh-water fish habitat, populations,
and fisheries in various categories;
are these supplies adequate for specific
future dates; and what can be done on a
statewide basis to assure good fishing
in the future?
A computerized habitat inventory analyResearch:
sis system has been developed as an
integral part of our Department's Long
Range Planning Project through MIDAS,
Maine's natural resource data system.
This "background research" is proFindings:
viding a method for rapidly summarizing
and analyzing vital fishery resource
data for use in determining what we
have now and what we need in the
future, to orient other research and
management programs to provide optimum fishing in years to come.

V

!SHERY RESEARCH in Maine does not conform to the
conventional idea of an "ivory tower" scientist perched on a high stool in a dimly lit laboratory, peering
through a microscope, and surrounded by musty manuscripts. Rather, practical research is undertaken in
response to a specific need to provide facts for better
management - and better fishing.
•
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Field Dressing Your Deer
By Paul J. Fournier

I

T'S A hunter's dream come true: After months of planning, accumulating the proper hunting gear, carefully
sighting-in your rifle, and scouting out suitable deer
range, it has all paid off. Early this frosty morning, as
cold seeped through your clothing and you began wondering if deer hunting was all that worthwhile, that buck
stepped cautiously into view on the deer run.
Years of planning and dreaming couldn't prepare you
for this moment. Will you panic? Will buck fever freeze
your trigger finger? Blur your vision? Send nervous spasms
down your arms to make the sights weave every place
but on your target?
But you came through 0.K. The sights locked down
where they belong, just behind the shoulder. Without
conscious effort, you squeezed off a shot. Now your Maine
trophy lies at your feet - a sleek, fat, handsome buck.
If your heart pounds, your blood pressure soars, your
hands shake with excitement, allow yourself a bit of pride.
You've earned it.
But don't gloat too long. There's work at hand - and
the way you perform in the next few minutes can spell
the difference between spoiled meat or some of the
world's finest eating for your table.
Up to this moment, hunting the deer and all of the preliminary preparation have been the fun part of the sport
of deer hunting. But now you face some work - converting this deer from a trophy to some carefully prepared
eating meat. If done properly and with a bit of knowledge,
it needn't be too unpleasant a chore. Improper handling,
however, can be messy and result in "spoiled" meat unfit
for human consumption.
Dr. J. F. Witter, former head of the University of
Maine's Department of Animal Pathology, has studied the
problem of field dressing game in the woods and has come
up with some practical pointers for the inexperienced
hunter.
Before making a move, though, Dr. Witter warns that
you should determine that the animal is dead before approaching too close. Test it for reflexes by poking with
a stick or gun barrel.

F

IRST AND FOREMOST in game preparation are the proper bleeding and cooling of the carcass. Effectively
done, they pay off in wholesome appearance and good
keeping quality of the meat.
For generations, Maine deer camps have rung to the
argument: should you cut a deer's throat to bleed it?
Here's Dr. Witter's conclusion: "After a deer is dead, it
does little good to slash its throat. The best way to get
most of the blood out of the carcass is by prompt dressing.
This will cut all of the major blood vessels and permit
free flow of blood."
For the trophy minded, this will also save the buck's
cape for later mounting.
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Dr. Witter suggests that you begin the eviscerating
process by cutting generously around the anus or vent,
using a sharp knife to cut around the intestine and free
it from the pelvic cavity. Care should be taken to keep
droppings from spilling out of the intestine to contaminate
the carcass meat. The intestine can be tied in a knot or
with a piece of string to prevent spilling its contents. The
pelvic organs will be drawn inside the cavity and removed
with the other entrails.
Cutting the deer open is started by slitting the skin
and belly muscle tissue, beginning at the breast bone
and cutting towards the tail. It's best to proceed slowly
and with care, to prevent puncturing the intestine. It
helps to work your fingers into the slit and use them to
push the paunch or intestines away from the knife blade
as you cut. On reaching the pelvic region, some hunters
like to split the pelvic bone, to facilitate removal of the
anus and sex organs. It can be split with a heavy knife,
but a saw blade or axe works best.
The heart and lungs lie within the chest area. Most
Maine hunters (and Dr. Witter) recommend entering the
chest cavity by cutting around the diaphragm close to
the ribs. Others prefer to open the chest by cutting
through the breast bone. In either case, you have to reach
up into the cavity and cut off the wind pipe and gullet
where they enter the chest cavity from the throat.
With the deer open, you can now roll the carcass onto
its side so that you can conveniently pull out the entrails.
You've got to reach deep inside and pull out the heart,
liver, lungs, paunch, and intestines. Don't be squeamish.
Just roll up your sleeves and go at it. (The body heat will
keep your hands warm even on a frosty morning.) Most
of the entrails will pull away without difficulty but may
require a bit of cutting at the back. Spilling any paunch
contents or urine on the meat creates strong flavor and
hastens spoilage. Take care that the urinary bladder, sex
glands, and organs of the pelvic region are completely
removed.
Lift the deer to drain all blood from the cavity. If the
insides have been contaminated with paunch contents,
use water or snow to wash out the affected areas thoroughly. If a clean cloth is available, use it to wipe away
blood from inside the carcass.
The liver and heart are excellent eating; place them in
a plastic bag for carrying. Dr. Witter recommends that
the liver be washed and cooled as soon as possible to avoid
a strong flavor.
If you can't remove the carcass from the woods immediately, prop open the belly with a stick to speed cooling, and place the carcass on brush in the shade. This will
allow the entire carcass, including the underside, to cool
rapidly. The object is to draw off body heat as quickly
as possible.

T

RANSPORTING and "aging" of deer are two areas where
much fine meat is tainted or destroyed.
The hot hood of an automobile is no place to haul a
deer or any meat which is destined for later consumption.
It may not boost your ego, but keeping your deer meat
cool - if less visible - makes better sense than hauling
it alongside a hot engine. Remember, though, that some
portion of the animal must be visible while it is being
transported.
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And what of the agingprocess - s.Q61.ll? .~ de©·t. bebung
up by the head or the bind legs? Slaugh~~red tlom~stic
animals are always hung hind-end-up, and ·witB.. good
reason, according to Dr. Witter. JtproviP,es the
dr.ain:age for heavy meat areas. This is also the tim.e to opentup
the chest cavity and open the neck to remove the ~ind.;:
pipe and gullet. With the deet hanging and the cav~ty ea$ily accessible, check to be sure you haven't overloo~·ed
any such items as sex glands. If so; cut them qut now.
Also, trim and remove damaged and bloody tissue around
bullet wounds. These areas will spoil fast if. not cared for.
A void touching the musk or scent glands on the .Iower
hind legs. The scent clings to your hands and may taint
the meat. If you wish, you may remove the glands . by
slicing off the skin around them.

Skinning the deer can wait until the carcass is to be
cut up. The skin helps prevent drying of the meat and
protects it from bacterial invasion.
Refrigerated storage is recommended, if available. In
above-freezing weather, a deer should be allowed to age
only a few days. Temperatures above 50 degrees promote
rapid spoilage.
Cutting up a deer and preparing it for cooking, or for
freezing and storage, is another story which will be covered in a future issue of Maine Fish and Game.

N

OW the field work is done. You can relax, polish
up your hunting yarn, and anticipate some good eating in the coming months.
•

Dress deer immediately to in-

sure rapid loss of body heat
Hang anirne] head up or lay ii
on a slope with rump lower

than shoulderS;

;:-

"I

~
(2) Cut th,ough hide along-~:
line of belly from brisket to vent.
Deepen cut through belly muscles, using
fingers to guide knife and avoid cutting intestines
(see sketch in circle)

~\
1 '.

• (3) Cut deeply around anus.
Remove it with intestines.
separate hind quarters by
splitting pelvic bone with
sharp, heavy knife or hand-axe.
·,

(4) Open chest cavity,

!(~~

front to back, through
breast bone, Split muscle
(diaphragm) separating chest from
stomach cavity.

(S) Sever gullet and windpipe
as far forward as possible.
Pull heart, liver, lungs, paunch
and intestines out on
the ground.

r
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Letters of general interest are welcomed.

They should

be signed, but initials will be used on request.

RICHARD E. VARNEY
Tragedy struck on the morning
of September 27 when Warden
Pilot Richard E. Varney drowned
after the helicopter he piloted
crashed in Maranacook Lake.
Varney, 41, was a veteran of
16 years with the Department and
had logged 10,000 hours in fixedwing planes and helicopters. He
had a commercial pilot's license
and had ratings qualifying him in
single- and multi-engine land and
sea planes and helicopters. He had
also earned aircraft and engine
mechanics' ratings.
·
As a warden pilot, he was on call
to fly anywhere in the state, often
on short notice and sometimes
under adverse conditions; his
willingness to do so earned him
wide respect.
Dick Varney was born in Sumner, Maine, the son of'Donald and
Ellen Spaulding Varney.
30

He graduated from Gould Academy and was a veteran of the U.S.
Air Force.
He had lived in Readfield for
the past five years where he was
a member of the Readfield Volunteer Fire Department. He belonged
to the Masonic Lodge of Fort Kent
and Caribou and also the Aircraft
Owners and Pilots Association.
Besides his parents, of Bethel,
he is survived by his wife, Linda;
two sons, Dean and Donald; and
two daughters,
Margaret and
Susan, all of Readfield.
Burial was in the East Sumner
cemetery, with an honor guard of
more than 100 game wardens.

AMERICANS SERIOUS
ABOUT CLEAN-UP
Although only one-third of all
Americans are aware that they are
"polluters," nearly half of them
are willing to "live more simply"
in order to improve environmental
quality, according to figures released by the National Wildlife
Federation.
While 49 per cent of those questioned in a national public opinion
poll recently taken by the Gallup
Organization said they would prefer to handle the pollution problem by "living more simply" (e.g.,

"using less electricity, driving
less powerful cars, etc."), 24 per
cent would prefer paying the cost
to clean it up, and 12 per cent
would like to do both.
Thomas L. Kimball, executive
vice president of the three-million
member organization, said that the
NWF commissioned the survey to
see if the charge that "America
cannot clean up the environment
because the public won't pay for
it" was true.
"In my judgment," Kimball said,
"these findings clearly refute that
charge being made by certain unenlightened members of industry,
government, and the public." He
added that public opinion is "obviously far ahead of large segments
of government and industry."
The survey, a follow-up to an
NWF-Gallup 1969 study, had eight
major question areas: "Concern
About Our Natural Surroundings,"
"Willingness to Pay Taxes to Improve Natural Surroundings," "Do
People Consider Themselves Polluters," "Awareness of Present
Cost of Air and Water Pollution,"
"Handling the Pollution ProblemPay to Clean It Up or Live More
Simply," "Power Plant PollutionPay More for Electricity or Use
Less Electricity," "Auto Pollution Pay More for Autos or Buy Less
Powerful Cars," and "Willingness
to Pay Now to Save More Later!"
Kimball summarized the major
findings of the study as follows:
-There is a continuing concern
for the degradation of the environment, and the concern is just as
strong as it was in the 1969 study;
- About three out of every four
adults are willing to pay additional
taxes to improve environmental
quality;
- More people favor "living more
simply" as an alternative to "paying the cost of cleaning up pollution"; also, the proportion of those
who would buy a less powerful car
is greater than the proportion who
would pay $100 more for a pollution-free car;
- Most people are not informed
about the damages resulting from
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er position was recently left open
again when Bill Peppard was promoted to the deputy commissioner
post.
Spencer became assistant chief
of the Game Division in March
1968, and a few months later he
took over as chief of the division
following the death of Kenneth
Hodgdon.
He joined the Department in
1952 as a regional game biologist
and for 14 years was in charge of
waterfowl research for the Division.

pollution, and only 33 per cent of
the public are aware of the fact
that they are "polluters"; however,
those who have attended college,
younger people, and those with
above
average incomes
show a
greater willingness to pay for cleanup than the rest of the population;
- Half of those interviewed would
be willing to start paying for pollution cleanup now, in the prospect
that savings from reduced damages
would be ronlizod later.

The latter finding was based
on a pollution cost-benefit study
previously done by the NWF. That
study showed that the typical
American family could save $113
per year with a national cleanup
campaign which will reduce air
pollution damages by 66 per cent,
and save $87 annually while slashing water pollution damages by 90
per cent. The Federation estimated
that the average family must invest some $500 by 1975 without
any return. However, by 1979, the
average family will recover this
$500 and, by 1980, begin realizing
annual savings of approximately
$200-plus having a cleaner environment.
Kimball charged that economists
and others who prepare pollution
estimates for industry and the
government have been failing to
consider benefits of pollution cleanup as well as its cost. "How can
you put a dollar value on your
children being able to see into
the Grand Canyon?" he asked.
"We're going to have to consider
all benefits, economic and aesthetic,
as well as the economic costs of
pollution cleanup."

PEPPARD PROMOTED

J. William "Bill" Peppard, a career employee of the Fish and Game
Department, was recently named
as Deputy Commissioner by Commissioner Maynard F. Marsh.
Peppard, 50, and a resident of
Eddington, has been with the Department since 1951 in both regional wildlife management positions
and in woodcock and waterfowl
programs. Since 1968, he has been
in charge of the Department's
migratory bird activities.
He has a bachelor's degree in
zoology and a master's in wildlife
management- both from the University of Maine.
Active in civic affairs, Peppard
has worked as a member and officer
on the town planning board in
Eddington and with the Penobscot
Valley Regional Planning Board.
He is a member of the Wildlife
Society, the Masons, the Grange,
and the University of Maine Forestry and Wildlife Alumni Association. He has served as Chairman
of the Upland Migratory Game
Bird Technical Committee for the
Northeastern States.

MOVING?
If you are moving,

please drop
us a line and give both your present mailing address (exactly as it
appears on your mailing label) and
your new one, including zip codes.
We must have this information at
least four weeks in advance of the
next publication date. The magazine is not forwarded automatically.
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SPENCER LEAVES
GAME CHIEF JOB
In October, after more than four
years in Game Division administrative positions, Howard E. "Skip"
Spencer voluntarily stepped down
to fill the job he vacated in 1968.
The migratory bird project lead-

GILBERT RESIGNS
Dr. Fred F. Gilbert, who for the
last four years has been the big
game research leader for the Department, has resigned and returned to his native province, Ontario.
In addition to his research work
on Maine white-tail deer, Gilbert
was also an assistant professor
of wildlife resources at the University of Maine. His work in Maine
led to changes in the method of
aging deer, new findings on the
causes of "moose sickness" and
the effects of winter weather on
deer, and further development
of the- concept of management of
deer by ecological regions.
In his new position, Gilbert will
be teaching and doing research in
the Department of Zoology at the
University of Guelph in Guelph.
Ontario.

Gift subscriptions to Maine Fish
and Game are fast becoming a great
favorite to give at Christmas time
to the conservationist-outdoorsman. They are being offered again
this Y!i..ar ... but ... we can't guarantee
the subscription gift card will be
there to hang on the tree for
Christmas morning unless we receive the request by December 1.
Subscription rates are $2. 50 for
two years (eight issues); and $3.50
for three years ( 12 issues).
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MOREBLUEBACKSLOCATED

If you are keeping a list of blueback trout waters, add Wassataquoik Lake in Baxter State Park.
Fishery biologists located a heretofore unknown population of the
rare blueback trout in Wassataquoik this summer while doing
routine lake survey work. They
are known to occur in only nine
other northern Maine ponds.
If you think you would like to
catch a blueback at Wassataquoik,
you should know that it is reached
by a ten-mile walk from the Roaring
Brook campground. You may also
be interested to know that catching a legal-sized blueback could
be a problem because the biologists
found none that were more than
six inches long.

THE SPORTSMAN'S

DOLLAR

Official tallies for 1971 show
th t sportsmen are still the ones
who care enough about the future
of America's wildlife resources
to do something constructive about
it.
While they were being blasted
by unknowing protectionists who
contributed virtually nothing toward assisting wildlife, sportsmen
were supporting wildlife protection
and management efforts to the tune
of more than $256 million.
Hunters spent more than $108
million and fishermen almost $100
million in 1971 for licenses, tags,
permits, and stamps. These revenues are used by states to protect
and manage all wildlife and fish
resources-including
endangered
species, not just game animals.
An additional $47.8 million was
made available to wildlife agencies through the Federal Aid in
Fish and Wildlife Restoration programs. These monies come from
manufacturers' excise taxes on
sporting arms and ammunition and
on certain fishing tackle items
which sportsmen purchase.
Hunting evidently is gaining in
popularity as a recreational pastime.
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The number of hunting license
holders rose to 15,977,588 in 1971,
an increase of 607, 107 or 3. 8 per
cent over 1970. The estimated
total U.S.
population increase
for 1970 was only 1.3 per cent.
From 1963 through 1971, the total
U.S. population increased 10.57
per cent while the number of hunters increased 14.97 per cent. These
data do not include all hunters, but
only those required to have a
license.

THE BOOK SHELF
Listed here are books on subjects
of interest to those who enjoy the
outdoors. These notes are set forth
mainly to call your attention to
the publications. If we have been
able to evaluate a publication and
recommend it, we will do so; but
a lack of comment does not mean
that the book is not deserving.
The World of the Moose, by Joe
Van Wormer, published in July
1972 by J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 19105. Hard cover,
160 pages. This is another in the
LIVING WORLD series, filled with
interesting information on the
largest member of the deer family;
it includes many photographs by
the author, who has done eight
books in this series. $5.95.
Enjoying
Maine
Birds, revised
edition, edited by Richard B. Anderson and Irving Richardson,
published in June 1972 by the
Maine Audubon Society. Paperback, 80 pages. This is the fifth
edition of this popular book, designed as an aid to finding, studying, and attracting birds in Maine.
It does not replace a field guide
but does present considerable information on 80 birds and their
activities in Maine. Available by
mail from the publishers at 57
Baxter Blvd., Portland, Me. 04101.
$1.50.

Fresh water Ecology, by William
A. Andrews; one of .a series of

four study guides being published
by Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, N.J. Paperback, 182 pages.
Already published is another of the
series, Environmental
Pollution.
Available soon will be Soil Ecology
and Terrestrial
Ecology. Valuable
as teaching aids or for individual
study of environmental subjects.
Duck Hunters Are Nuts, by Owen
0. Osborne, published in 1971 by
The Monmouth Press, Lewiston,
Maine 04240. Hard cover, 136
pages. The author, sports editor
of the Bangor Daily News, has
assembled a collection of experiences - some his, some not-that
provide an illustration of what
duck hunters are and what they
sometimes do. Duck gunners may
recognize themselves or their
friends in the numerous incidents
told with humor, and there's also
some advice that may come in
handy. $6.95.

DEER FACTS
STAND COURT TEST
A suit to stop shooting of antlerless deer came up in Michigan last
year. A panel of three circuit court
judges dismissed it.
The Michigan United Conservation Clubs intervened in this
case, filing a brief pointing out
that the plaintiff was demanding
a verdict based on human preferences and attitudes toward the
shooting of female deer rather than
on what has been scientifically
proven to be best for the deer herd.
After hearing all the evidence,
judges handed down an opinion
which included this statement:
" ... The
overwhelming
evidence
showed that the annual fall harvest
of antlerless deer contributes to
the health and vitality of the herd."
The court added it is convinced
that where the deer herd is down,
it is because of severe winters and
lack of suitable food.
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